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BOise state Will
celebrate Native
-American culture
Nov. 7.
The Boise State Student
Programs Board will .feature a
compelling performance to cele-
brate the rituals and legends of
Native America, at 8 p.m.
Saturd~y, Nov. 7, in the BSU
Special Events Center.
Native Rights performers
Douglas Spotted Eagle, Gayle Ross
and Rebert Greyhill will offer
audiences an intriguing glimpse
into the incredibly rich traditions
of Native America. The artists will
utilize special effects, lighting
and music to tell stories of the
past and present ..
Spotted Eagle has worked on
film various projects including
The Native Americans, and 500
Nations • His most recent project,
Pray, brought him world-wide
recognition.
Ross was a featured speaker
at the Vice-President's Council on
Education and was recently
inducted into' the National
Storytelling Association's "Circle
of Excellence."
,Greyhill is best known for his
acting in productions such as
Touched by an Angel and
Marabunta. He is also an accom-
kl**11991 '--_]
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ence workshops on Friday, Oct. 9,
with the offidal welcome session
scheduled for Friday evening.
During conference' sessions on
Saturday and Sunday, writers will
'Share sources for ideas and inspi·
ration.
Presenters include Dagoberto
Gilb, whose 'literature includes
the Magic of Blood and The Last
Known Residence of Mickey
Acuna. He received NEA and
Guggenheim Fellowships and a
New York Times cttation for
Notable Book of 1994.
Idaho authors include Kim
Barnes, a pulitzer Prize finalist for
her book In the Wilderness; poet
and editor Rick Ardinger; Claire
Davis, whose short story
Grounded won a 1997 Pushcart
Prize; and Dennis Held, -consid-
ered one of the Northwest's best
literary editors.
The conference costs $150,
and the pre-conference' workshop
requires an additional $50. For
more information, COf\taet the
Division of Conti!luing Education
at 426-3492. Or, to register by
phone caU 426-1709.
Free depression
screening' offered
toBSU students
Boise State students are
inVited. to drop by the Wellness
Stop in the Student Union build·
ing form 9 a.m.·4 p.m. on
Thursday, Oct. 8, for a free
depression evaluation as part of
National' Depression Screening
Day.
The screenings, sponsored
by the Wellness Stop' and the
counseling depart department,
include a written self-test, video
preSentation and confidential
interview with a mental health
professional. For more informa·
tion, call carol Pangburn at 426·
3089.
plished dancer and singer.
Native Rights is sponsored by
the BSU Student Programs Board.
Tickets cost $5 for BSUstudents,
faculty and staff and $10 for gen-
eral public. For more informa'
tion, Call 426·1448 or m 426·
1024.
Love to read and
write? Do the vous
this year
If you need to write, love to
read or both, consider a date at
this year's Writers and Readers
. Rendezvous OCt. 9·11 in McCall. .
The annual event, sponsored
by the Boise State University
Division of Continuing Education,
features writing workshops and
authors who will share their own
work in an exploration of prose
and literature.
Events include pre-confer-
oaJ01U
Your Future Opportunities?
You~id~as are welco",: as .~ ?efine and build the future of memory technology.
. WelnVlte you to consider JOlOlOga team that's creating new challenges, then
surmounting them. Think Micronfor a career that takes ~ now. .
BSU CAREER FAIR - FIND OUR BOOTH!
October 7th from 9:300117-4pn7
SUB, Jordan 80Urool17
Your areas oj opportunity at Micron:
• Electrical Eng;neering • ChemistJy • Computer Science
• Phys;cs • Electronics Technology _
Wea~ ~uPport a year-round internship and co-op program. Asky~ur Career Services or e-mail us for more details.
In addition to team support and a work environment that encourages creativity, Micron offers highly titi .
and excellent benefits, including medicaVdentaVvision coverage, profit-sharing, stock purchase, and :~~. ve compensation
OUr areas oj expertise:
• DRAM& SRAMMemory • Rash Memory
• Rat Panel Display • Graphics Accelerators
• Internet Access & Services • MicroStamp Products
• Memory Upgrades • Award-Winning Computers
Jobline: 800-932-4991
E-mail: hrwebrnaster@rnicron.com
Fax: (208) 368-4641
Mail: Micron, 8000 S. Federal Way,
P.O. Box 6, MS707-ADM,
Boise, 10 83707-0006
Where The Future Is Built Deily.
$C~ 1 ..... ;:;:,_.
· the College of donated some of the equipment to companies such as Micron, Zllog, The, C.rimlnal Justic~
JessiLoerchl-------~1 Enalneerlng, the demand allow for tralnlna In the communi· SCPTechnolOiles and AMIdonated Department alms at develoP\t\i a
"etaWrilf[______ for semiconductor tech· - ty. InternshIps are available pro· the equIpment for the' lab. BSU master's degree whUewor\drigwlth
nology and profeSsionals vfdlng Instruction about semlcon·· funded the construction necessary a. less than, expectedbudget~
arowsyearty. ductors, but he SlYS the cleanto,lupport thtl.borIto~'Thfs . ~P8~~~~/;~-;<'"
Russell hopes the englneerlnl room can handl. tralnlna for mort'fnelud.chn Ilr flit.r Ind I Water' merit', d1af~':Crl;mriar.~'~· . . '
program wfll produce "hIgh·quality peopl.. Williams also .xplalns purification system. _The Irand' sonnel requested' a tbtal of"
graduates who are well prepared to semiconductor Industry growth total came to $225,000. $173,000 to pay for newfaeulty
and operating costs, but only
received $105,000.
The funds wfll cover three fac-
ulty positions. The department still
needs $68,000 for operating
expenses, a half·time secretary
and a paid graduate assistant, and
Intends to request the rest of the
money this year through the regu-
lar budgeting process.
BSU's Nursing Department
, hopes to expand resources avail-
able to Its students by taking
, advantage of technology such as
the Internet. But a lack of funding
requires teachers to work on such
projects on their own time. :::I
Anne Payne, Nursing to
Department chair, explains ~
that a technology seminar did ~
instruct teachers how to make .-
use of some of this technology i
but professors on a 1~.-month ~...
contract received no compen-
sation for the extra hours. .?
'---Sttt*l1998 news
Sidewalk, lighting frnprovernents take shape in Se~ate
JewLoerrb Im~" I ",'''j : l,"' ~:~in8~~~
MSBSUsen,t Senate Bill num· facility. Once C e. n t e r •ber three to committee that process Repair ofpt. 22. The bill would is complete dam a 8 e d
change poUlng locations in an an architect sid e w a Ik s .
effort to increase accessibility. If will be ' will also go
passed, the election board wfll chosen. I Into effect.
gain control deciding where The ~ Starr also
polling positions would be most Center~' noted that .
convenient and effective. . s h0 u Id j res ear c h
Peg Blake, Vice Presidentof open by ~ concerning
Student Affairs, delivered a report the fall F n Ig h ttl m e
on the Student Recreation Center. of 2000. "We lflht up your life. It-Senate members discuss tllumina-lighting on
By mid-November a decision by Pre sid e n t tlon on campus , cam pus
the planning committee must be Christine Starr updated the senate ' Bicycle and Skateboard Safety revealed several areas which
made on what to include In the on actions of the Pedestrian, Committee. Plans to widen and· need, more illumination to
Improve sidewalks wfll soon begin Improve safety. '
Engineering college'contmues expansion while
other departments lag behind
Boise State's College of
Engineering and College ,of Applied
Technology con~lnuesto expand
with the addition of a $2.25 million
deanroom. The Idaho
Microfabricatlon Laboratory In
BSU's Engineering Technology
building officially opened with a
ribbon cutting ceremony on Sept,
22.
The deanroom allows hands·
on training and experimenting In
semiconductor wafer processIng
and microstructure fabrication.
Both processes create microchips,
used In computers, The fine
etching on the wafers requires .~
a perfectly dean environment ~
to prevent contamination of ~
the chips by mlcropartlcles. i
Clean rooms can be rated I'
beginning at one, meaning they F
have one foreign particle per one
cubic foot of air. The BSUlaborato·
ry will rate between 100 and 1,000,
Engineering enrollment has
Increased 22 percent since last
year. A total of 524 students
enrolled In the programs, which
wfll directly benefit from the lab.
, Accordina to Lynn Russell, Dean of
Out damn spotl Dr. Don Parkswith the Mechanical Engineering Department tests the new
clean room.
help shape the rapid change that
characterizes this Industry • • •
Meetlna this goal requires a hands·
on teaching approach. "
Kurt Williams, ZIIog's Director
of Human Resources, says ZIIog
slowed this year but predicts tech· ,
nologlc growth will pick up again,
though It may follow a different
pattern;' ,
Planning for the clean room
began In December 1996. Local
However, as engineering'
expands to two new buildings plus
the clean room, other departments
are still waiting for money to
upgrade their own programs.
"
News as
Congratulations
to the Broncos on
their 31-28 win in
Utah. 'Go team!
Rah!
(No football players were
harmed In the making of
this announcement.)
11.;".--_6
BStj student lands on Capitol steps-'
alternative style
erwise remain, impossi- and I'd like to stay that way," he wildern~ss. Youcan't hike in with accessible," Lingard notes.
ble for him enjoy. The explains. one leg," Lingard attests. As a once-active member of
Forest service aims to Lingard testified on behalf of the recently disenfranchised
abolish these airstrips, '"1 don't know what I the hundreds of. Idahoans who Alternate Mobility Adventure
but Lingard"isn't willing to sit and would do [if the depend on air transport to utilize Seekers (AMA$), Lingard maio-
J
ason Lingard possesses a watch without a fight. " natural recreation areas. Boyed tains an active lifestyle, fre-
deep passion for the wilder- The government agency airstrips are shut Miller, president of the Idaho quently surpassing his able-bod-
ness. As an avid snow and intends to remove the landing down]. I'm a very Pilots Association-whose mem- ied peers when it came to thrill
water skier, river rafter and out-. areas, calling their presence an bers donate the aircraft and time seeking.
door enthusiast, this BSU sopho- extreme disturbance. "I personal- active person, and I'd to transport the disabled to the "I think we're trying to be
more cherishes the freedom Iy have a problem with that," like to stay that way." wilderness-also addressed the normal. We want to [show] that
Idaho's back country provides Lingard asserts. So this .month -Jason Lingard committee in an effort to halt the we can do things," Lingard
him. If the Forest Service has its Lingard went to Washington D.C. initiative. explains. Since the disintegration
way though, that freedom may to voice his concern before"" '"",thought we made a good of AMAS due to poor financial
quickly disappear. Congress. showing," Lingard saysof the tes- backing, the airstrips provided
A paraplegic, Lingard relies "It would be a big dstur- Lingard hopes his testimony timony. "[The representatives] one of the last resources for
on the volunteer services of air bance and one less freedom we before the Department of were willing to hear both sides, alternative recreation options. If
pilots to provide him with an can achieve," Lingard says of the Resourceswas persuasive enough though they didn't indicate their the government succeeds in its
accessible wilderness. Airstrips government's intentions. to block the Forest Service's pro- stance." current efforts, Lingard says he'll
located in remote portions of "I don't know what I would posals. "! feel what I said was note- remain optimistic.
Idaho deliver Lingard to the do [if the airstrips are shut "I just wanted to tell them worthy. I hope they take [the tes- "I set very high standards for
rugged outdoors that would oth- down]. I'm a very active person, it's a big deterrent. It's one of the timony] into account and keep myself .•• I always look for new
only ways we can get into the the airstrips open and wilderness ways to [expand] my freedom."
news
Carissa WoK ....;
IIeISFAitor _
Usable but not recydable.Astrobright paper's effect on BSU
Jessi Loerc.u.h cling coordinator, esti-
NenWrtllU.l'f 1 mates that each time she
collects recycled paper,
two to three times per week, she
pulls about 20 poundsof non·recy·
c1ablebrights from the pile. This
c r e·
ates
N;walk through the StudentUnion Building can essault theenses. Brightly colored flyers
blanket doors, walls, desktops and
bulletin boards. While the
Astrobright colors attract atten-
tion, once their usefulness is over
they head to the trash. The intense
ink of this neon paper denies them
a second, recycled life. With over
150 student organizations on cam-
pus advertising, Astrobright paper
is flooding the university
'Carolyn Farrugia, BSU recy·
':,
sending educational brochures
. regarding recycling to over 80
departments on campus. But much
more must be done, including con-
tacting over 150 student organiza·
tions.
, .• ' "':.' . ,",.:- c· '.:>:: "{ '-, I. . ":iJi
Recycl!ng on campus h~ improved over the past year,b~t
FarrUgia says much remams to work toward.
between 160 and 240 pounds of Farrugia says BSU purchases
paper disposed in dumpsters each few r~c1ed products. Sheexplains
month, not including paper 'Which that it does buy recycled brochure
goesdirectly to the trash. paper and letterhead, but other
Farrugia constantly works products remain non·recycled. The
toward reducing the use of such BSUbookstore offers a small selec-
environmentally unfriendly prod· tion of recycled paper products,
ucts as Astrobrights. She began by most of which are more expensive
than comparable products and con-
tain a maximumof 30 percent post-
consumermaterial.
Ideally recycled paper would
consist of 100 percent post-con-
sumer waste but imperfections in
the paper at that level can make it
impractical, Farrugia notes. She
feels that 30 percent or more post·
consumer waste remains a reach-
able goal.
Farrugia plans to work with
BSU's Purchasing Department to
increase the number of environ·
mentally-friendly products the uni·
versity uses. She believes that
Purchasingconsidersrecycled prod·
ucts too expensive. Farrugia spoke
over the summerwith a representa·
tive of Office Products, the unver-
sity's supplier, who reported that
recycled products are available at
equal or lower prices to their ceua-
terparts. Farrugia hopes this infor-
mation will encouragethe universi·
ty to purchase more recycled
goods.
On Sept. 14 President Clinton
issuedan executive order reqUiring
Sept*30,1998 - __
all federal agencies to consider
environmental impact when pur-
chasing, hiring contractors and con-
ducting business. This announce·
ment included a section requiring
federal paper purchases to contain
a minimum of 30 percent post-ccn
sumer waste.
While BSU is not a federal
agency and therefore not directly
affected by the executive order, its
implications may trickle down to
state and local levels. Clinton
requested that the Federal
Environmental Executive work with
"state and local governments to
improve the federal, state and local
governments' use of recycled prod'
ucts and environmentally prefer-
able products and services."
Farrugia discovered an alter-
nate product which she hopeswill
solve the Astrobright problem here
on campus. Brights made from
recycled paper which use a water
soluble dye are recyclable. She's
working to encourage the book-
store and BSUPurchasingto consid-
.er stocking these products.
...~""'"
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Feminist Empowerment. continues to celebrate divers]
BreedSmilh_________ Organization," Feminist
NelsWriler I Empowerment members
----- say they are continuing to
establish a proactive agenda on
. campus and in the community.
'We consider ourselves politi·
cal activists," says member lesleigh
Owen, "not only on women's issues,
but on any issue where discrimina·
tion occurs." .
She adds that feminism cele-
brates diversity of all kinds.
"As a group our aim is to con-
tinue the fight against all the nega-
tive 'isms' in our society-racism,
sexism, chauvinism, anti·Semitism
and homophobia."
Feminist Empowerment plans
to draw attention to these 'isms'
whenit sponsors a lecture by sociol·
ogist Patricia Hill Collins sometime
in February, in conjunction with the
Sociology Club. Collins, an African·
American feminist from the
University of Cincinnati, is con-
cerned with gender, class, and race
issues that minority groups face.
Also for the spring semester
Feminist Empowerment members
have asked Layne Redmond, author .
of When Women Were Drummers, to
speak at Boise State. Her work
focuses on the early spirituality of
women, the goddess civilization and
women's primordial ties to the
development of music.
Group participants intend to
remain as politically active as they
were last year. For example, the
club sponsored a homeless vigil chili
feed, aligned itself with. Planned
Parenthood to rally against three'
anti·abortiol\ bills in the 1998 legis·
lature, and played a prominent role
\n 8SU's annual Martln luther Klng
ce\ebratlon.
Owen also estabUshed "Take
Back the Nisht," ..which happens
each Mal". ..: r.
_ "This is one nfsht a year wIer' .
women can leave their homes and
band toSetherwith other women to
defy the terrors of the night, " she
explai~s. "This is not just about
fighting rape, ies about standing
against social injustices and vio-
lence against women and other
minorities in general."
, During the vigil, the group
marches from BSUto the statehouse
where participants sing and protest
social problems.
'We celebrate the positive
energy evident in a community of
women," notes Tegwin Miller, a co-
facilitator for the organization. 'We
are such a diverse group, it's nearly
impossible to define who we are.
We are a positive force with thought
and action combined."
'We want our organiza'
tion to act as a resOurce for ~
women and a catalYst for ~
Sf.women's rights," Owen S
remarks. 'We are here to eel·, ...
ebrate and make a differ'
ence."
Feminist Empowerment
meets Friday evenin~ at 7
p.m. in the SUB. .,
Recently recognized by ASBSUas Boise State's "BestSpecial 'Interest Student
I' I{ 1 :\ l' 1 I' L I', S ., I S () I x I) R I· I I I{ I' '\ I': x 1 1:\ \ I', S 1 I x (,
, RECENTLY:
MORNINGSTAR c'ALLED
US'CHEAP.
. IT'S NOT EVERY DAY
YOUGET A COMPLIMENT
LIKE THAT.
[variable annuity] policy, and is ~ven compet-
.itive with the cheapest mutual fund complexes,
though it offers far more benefits. ..•
"TIAA-CREF sets· the standanf in the
finandal services· industrY."
AIl6nancial companies charge operating fees
..l"l.. and expenses-some more than others. Of
course, the lower the expenses you pay, the better.
That way, more of your money goes where it
should-towards building a comfortable future.
Wemake low expenses a top priority.
As the largest retirement system in the .
worldl-a nonprofit company focused exclu-
sively on the financial needs of the educational
and research communities - our expenses are
among the, lowest in the insurance and mutual
fund industries? .
In fact, TIAA-CREF's 0.31% average fund
expenses are less than half of the expense charges
of comparable funds,' It's why Momingstar-
one of the nation's leading sources of annuity and
mutual fund infonnation - says, '~t that level
[TIAA-CREF] is cheaper than any other
Of course, expenses are only one factor to
consider when you make an investment decision.
Momingstar also noted our commitment to
"consumer education, service" and "solid
investment performance." Because that can
make a difference in the long run, too.
At TIAA-CREE we believe people would
like to spend more in retirement, not on their
retirement company. Today, over two million
people count on that approach to help them
build a comfortable and secure future. So
can you. To find out more, call us at
1 800 842-2776. We'd consider it a compliment.
~
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Ensuring the futUre,
for those who shaPe it:'
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Last year's. radio movement gives way to
creative programming on.AM station
broadcast inside the
SUB during noon
hours.
The group was
fighting for a voice on a radio sta-
tion that uses $37,000 yearly in .
.student fees to help keep it up
and running. Now, a year later,
that voice is stronger as student
programs rangingfrom Via LaTina
to Left Out are now heard on
KBSU- /JM 730. With the access,
students receive hands-on train-
ing through a newly formed radio
introduction class taught by com-
munication professor Robert
Rudd.
''There are people watch-
ing," comments Alex Neiwirth, a
strong supporter of student pro-
gramming~ "People are making
sure things are working. Youcan't
just ignore a member from a
group who has a show they want
to produce."
. Anyone submitting an idea
for a radio program must follow
the original guidelines. Proposals
ulations and not drift too. far off
topic. Most shows are prerecord-
ed because they must be
reviewed before they go on the
air;
"Students did have and still
have the same opportunities' to
get their stuff on KBSU;" says
Neiwirth.
The downside is that the
process takes up to three months
before a show airs on KBSU·/JM.
should meet Federal But that could soon change, due
Communication Commission reg- . to a new proposal by student
"People are making
sure things are
working. You can't just
ignore a member from
a group who has a
show they want to
produce."
-Alex Neiwirth'
Sadie Babils, _
NewsWriler,_----'----'_
Boise State students mayremember seeing flyersaround the SUBa year ago
crying out for "Student Radio
Now." A group of students had
grown tired of KBSU's program-
ming policies which essentially
excluded them from the air. Their
response came in the form of a
closed-circuit station, KSUB,
BSU 1998 Career fair
Over 100 representatives will be there from:
• Health-Care Facilities
• GovernMent Agencies
• Various local & Hational8usinesses
• Graduate & Professional Schools
o
For a COMplete listing of representatives ~ookat the
Web: www.idbsu.edulcareerlcarfair.httrt
o
\ ~ ."
~
Resister to.Win Prizes!
@Micron Computer (donated by Mic:(on Tec:hnology)
© $100 BSU Bookstore Certificate
ePortable CO Player
© Walkman & Morel
o
October- 1, 9:30a.m.-4:00".Mel. SUB dordan BallrOOM
.. Learn about employers, sraduate scllools, internships, requirementsl
Make Dontactsi networkl
Sponsored by the BStJ·Career Center.
news1.o.-__ Seplember30,1998 .
radio advocates currently await-
ing approval. It includes the cre-
ation of a .student programming
board that would make the .final
decisions on shows. Currently,
KBSUofficials review all program-
ming.
"We have to accept
and deal with the 15
hours and take it one
step at a time. First we
need a radio
community and we
need to be able to fill
15 hours a week with
programs. Once we get.
a student base going,
more programs can be
produced."-Bob Rudd
Emergency
contraception kit
headed to Boise"
believes it's still not enough. More producers are needed
KBSUtransmitters are peton low and students must be able to fill
power around 8:30 p.m., reducing time slots for a student radiosta-
the signal. Listeners need a high tion to work. The 15 hours desig-
power antenna to pick up it up, nated, according to Rudd, are
and Neiwirth claims he cannot still not saturated with program-
tune into the station in downtown mingo
Boise. ''We have to accept and
In the meantime, the com- deal with the 15 hours and take it
munication department aims to one step at a time. First we need
create a diverse radio community. a radio community and we need
The introduction of the radio class to be able to fill 15 hours a week
represents a direct result of last with programs .. Once we get a
year's protest. student base going, more pro-
''The radio group that formed . grams can be produced," he says.
wanted to be a part of [KBSU]. ''This all came about because.
They were looking for a home to . students had the energy to do
do it in," Rudd explains. this. Everyone is just responding
With the class, students to the student radio movement. "
found' that home in the comm~m~r1 The, c~mmunicati~n depart-
cation department. ''This is tlfe' ment's support seems conta-
best way to get on the air," gious. KBSUofficials have taken a
Neiwirth proclaims. positive' attitude about getting
Rudd teaches audio basics- shows on the air. Rudd says,
everything from working audio ''They're (KBSU) committed to
boards to producing an entire helping out. "
show. The communication depart-
ment .addedanother studio to
meet the increase in production,
The lab will eventually sport mod-
ern digital equipment. Rudd
hopes the learning environment
provides a place for students to
receive positive feedback and
expand their technical skills.
Developing proposals that might
one day be aired and experiment-
ing with news programs and music
form part of the curriculum. The
classis not just for die-hard radio
veterans. Anyone with an interest
in radio should think about
enrolling.
"I like to see students pro-
duce shows that are more than
playing music, like Left Out. It's
giving students and people who
are featured on the show a voice
that normal media ignore," Rudd
says.
Neiwirth is currently trying to
get some shows aired on KBSU's
91.5 FM station, Chronicle. He
eventually would like to see one
FM station run entirely by stu-
dents. Rudd remains optimistic.
"In my view it woulCi be
desirable to have a student-run
radio station. But is it possible? I
can't say," he muses.
''The availability of an
effective emergency
contraceptive . option
with a good safety profile is a
major milestone in women's
reproductive health."
Over 2.7 million unintended
pregnancies occur in the United
States every year. Nearly half are
due to contraceptive failure.
According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention,
more than 11 million American
women report using contracep-
tive methods associated with high
failure rates. These include con-
doms, withdrawal and
diaphragms. Such unreliable
methods led the FDA to request
that Gynetics Inc. make an emer-
gency contraceptive product
avaiLablei" the..United.·States~:i··
.. According to theKai~:.DaiiY;
Reproductive.· Health ..Repprt,
access and awareness of emer-
gency contraception in the United
States "lags far behind many
countries. " Only one percent of
American women have ever used
emergency contraception which,
if used properly, may result in
only two out of 100 unwanted
pregnancies.
Recognizing the need for
emergency contraception in
February 1997, the FDA issued a
statement in the Federal Register
noting that emergency contracep-
tive pills were "safe and effec-
tive" in preventing pregnancy
after unprotected sex. The FDA
"encourages manufacturers
to make this additional con-
traceptive options available "fi
to women." ~
The Nationa\ Right to !i
Life organization remains •
neutra\ concerning emer- i
gency contraceptives. Pam' ~
Manning, a spokeswoman for ...il.;,~ ..... ~
~
00 •
)
._-------.)
BrecaSmith. _
NenWrilltLPI' _
G ynetics Inc.,. a privately-held women's healthcarecompany based in New
Jersey, announced that the Food
and Drug Administration recently
approved the PREVENEmergency
Contraceptive Kit.
This is the first, FDA-
approved product for emergency
contraception that can prevent
pregnancy when used within n
hours after engaging in unpro-
tected sex.
Distribution ofPREVEN via
prescription from doctors, nurse
practitioners or other healthcare
professionals is expected before
r:S"""t-u-d.....e-n"""t:--ra--;d .....io---.,I the end of this month.
programs broadcast While the concept ofemer-
on .KBSU-AM 730. 'geney contraception ~ptll~ed theattention of healthdlre profes-
sionals for years, such an FDA-
approved product remained non-
existent until now. However, says
Mary Kelly McColl of Planned
Parenthood of Idaho, ''We have
offered this type of emergency .
contraceptive for approximately
20 years off la~l,"
McColl says PREVEN should
be available in the Boise market
by mid-October. Women interest·
ed in obtaining the product must
contact a licensed heettncare
professional, or their nearest
Planned Parenthood office, for an
evaluation to determine if they
are a good candidate for the
product.
"It is estimated that nearly
50 percent of all abortions and
unintended pregnancies in this
country could be avoided if
women had access to emergency
'contraception," reports Anita
Nelson, MO, Associate Professor
in the Department of Obstetrics
and Gynecology at the University
of CaUfornia at Los Ange\es.
Student programs now broad-
cast from 8-10 p.m. during the
week and on the weekends from
10 p.rn. to midnight. Listeners
can sample everything from
Mutant Pop, a show capturing the
hearts of punk rockers, to the
Eclecticon, a conglomeration of
blues, jazz and underground rock.
Reggae Rhythms, heard Tuesday
nights at 8 p.m., features music
from around the Southern
Hemisphere. Neiwirth feels proud
. to claim that the show, which first
aired in April, has not played the
same song more than once.
Neiwirth also serves as exec-
utive producer of Boise Comes
Alive!, a show' featuring a mix of
local and live bands. It alternates
Fridays with Left Out, a news pro-
duction tackling alternative
issues. Transportation concerns,
an interview with a punk rocker
on social biology, labor problems
and a discussion on the drug trade
hit the airwaves as part of the
show.
"It's on the cutting edge,"
says Neiwirth. ''This is news that
can't make it in the Weekly."
During the day, KBSU-AM
plays non-stop jazz.
With more student programs
making it to the air, Neiwirth
Monday-Friday
8:00 p.m.
The Alternative (Mondays)
Reggae Rhythms (Tuesdays)
Mutant Pop (Wednesdays)
The Eclecticon (Thursdays)
Country Countdown
(Fridays)
9:00 p.m.
The Air Commission
(Mondays)
Southern Latitudes
(Tuesdays)
Heather v. Heather
(Thursdays)
Left Outl Boise Comes
Alive! (Alternate Fridays)
Saturday
7:00p.m.
Via LaTina
september 30, 1998
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tive to regular birth control meth-
ods due to potential side effects
which may include, but are not
limited to, nausea and vomiting,
headaches and dizziness.
Like all birth control pills,
PREVENdoes not protect against
s ys.
are...ine~~ Nelso~·predicts there '1
be a huge mand for P
!~~ln'ed. Boise State, -buWf..ut e has
also inaccurate to refer ~ concerns she urges them , . comel
in the PREVENkit asf in for an evaluation. I!P exam"mo ?i ter pills" because l indicates a need fomergency
cy ~raceptive pills contraception t,. ysicia~ will
ca taken for1JP;~~~R.n hours provide.~h~t;stlJ1fent with a pre-
after sex~ , .. .·.·pt;oWlor PREVEN.
Gynetics Inc. emphasizes Consumers and health care
that the kit is designed for use as professionals with questions
a back-up to primary birth con- about emergency contraception
trol. Emergency ·contraception is can call the toll-free number 1-
just for that-emergencies. It 888-PREVEN2or visit the web site
should be reserved as an alterna- at http://www.PREVEN.com.
~L\.
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WEDNESDAYS
1326 Broadway Ave.
-rll our advertisersyou saw it in TheArbiter! And don't.
forget our Homecoming
contest-you could win up
to $300 in prizes!
Come join The Club!!!
-ce $5.00 to join our club and receive 5 grab bags
plus 10% off new gaming merchandise.
-ce Ursaissaga, the newest stand aloneexpL1Sion 50% off cash prices in collectible g.ames trade
fromWIZardsof the Coast, will be released -ceOctober 5th and be 00 our shelves on OclOlber7th. books (cash purchase only, limited nems
excluded).
~ ,Urza'ssaga will include 75 card sla/tef deck for$9.95, 15card boos,er for $2.fr.l, and60card -ce Free admission to Saturday's toumament.
'pre-madedecks for $8.95. -ce Large Gaming 1Wa.
Pre-Order by September 30th -ce Come Join In The Funlll
~ We will~~~2;::d~~~~~~:t~dOC~sand lil:ilill~lillll:,llrlillllillrl:llll\fllf!!
boostersuntil September3001. H' ••
~ A deposit of $20will be requiredto toget:n325% f?lA GleD RAGO N
discount.
~ Boxespurchasedaller this date will be availableat ',f l IJ ' 6746 Glenwood. Boise
a 20% discount, on a first-come first-5elVebasis. "-? (208)853-3683
50/$10
Minutes Anytime AnywherelnUSA
Hills Valu-Rite Drugs
Broadway & Park Center
Boise
co
0-
0-.....
l cS,..,...
~
E
~c.
J:
-;.:-
~,
Lingerie.
Your one stop shop for romance.
Largest selection of exotic
lingerie in Treasure Valley
Lotions & Potions IBachelorette Party Gifts IRomantic Gift Ideas
Mon~Thurs 10am-6pm
Fii 10-8pm' ,
Sat Noon-6 m
327-0897
1517 S Five Mile
Across from 5MileAlbertsons
ZEROtTRANS IT/ElEM ENT
ZOO YORK/PLANET EARTH
IlOBE/ADIO/OSI RIS
DC SHOE CQ.
.,---
'-- __ Seplember30.l998 what's going on1
Thursday, October 1-Mundome opens tonight in the MorrisonCenter Stage II. Turn to pages 14-15 to get the lowdown on
. cost.
Friday, October 2- The LOS Institute For Religion jnvites you to a noon luncheon with Wendy's chili. What better way to
warm up your day? If you're hungry, come across the street and eat a filling lunch for only $1 for those enrolled in
an Institute class, and $2 for all others. Come find out how to eat for free.
Saturday, October l- The HangzouAcrobatic Troupe leaps through the Special Events Center, s~arting at 8p.m. Thumb to
page 22 for details.
Tuesday, October 6-As partof the American Independent Film Makers series, the Student-Programs Board pre
. sents Blood Simple at 7:30 in the SPEC.Tickets cost $1 for students, faculty and staff and $2 general. Don't
..... ..1 1""1' .1', !. •
miss this! ~"
Wednesday, October 7-ASBSU election packets now available at the ASBSU front desk in the SUB. Also, don't for
get to stop by the Career Fair from 9:30 a.m.'-4 p.m, in the Jordan Ballroom.
Thursday, october 8-Bronco volleyball takes on u.e. Santa Barbara inthe Pavilion at 7 p.m. Call 416-US5 for
details.
Send submissions for What's GoingOn? to arbiter@bsumaU.idbsu.edu, fax to 426-3198,' or mail to 1910University Drive, Boise, ID 83725..
The Arbiter cannot guarantee publication.
Get ready for
Homecoming!
'--_--J
SMITIISONIAN
INSTITUTION AND
NATIONAL
GEOGRAPIDC
NEED YOUR HELP!
Temporary Help Wanted
Immediately
$7.50 to$8.00 .
Per Hour Guarenteed Evening
and Weekend Hours
part-time or Full time
FOR COMPLETE
DETAILS CALL
(208)376-4480
I" t t' , " - .' _ ....L__~I!'2.~·I~il.'i'\ t~l\l1~:'~i~'~2~~~.·:...;:'. ..~,, .:._t:!.:::_'~~::~~~~
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_---Editorial---------
New engineering clean room leaves
other departments in the dust
10....-__ 12
WOW. Are some students. lucky to have BoiseState administrators
on their side. Over $2 million of
BSUmoney went to the College
of Engineering for the installa-
tion of a clean room that
administrators say will produce
"high-quality graduates. "
We would like to point out
that a . large number of "high-
quality graduates" often find
themselves doing nothing more
than supervising or standing in
'an assembly line. for twelve
hours at a time.
Boise State University has
caved to industry, sold itself to
the highest donator and set
aside true educational inter-
ests. This college seems
obsessed with techknowledgey
and officials apparently see fit
to let academe fend for itself,
leaving us to wonder whether
this really is an institution of
higher education .. '
Engineering students don't
need a dean room. They can
earn the same experience by
working at Micron. or Zilog.
Other departments on campus,
however, could make do with
an extra $2.25 million.'
.'... .
OPlDlOD
Take, for instance, the
Communication Department
Library. It houses no new
books, and the majority of the
current holdings were copy-
righted before most communi-
cation students were born.
Obviously the arts are suf-
fering, too, when the Theater
Arts Department must pay the
Morrison Center to stage a pro-
duction.
Departments across the
. university must rely more and
more on adjunct professors
because administrators' refuse
to spread funding equally
between vocational school and
academe.
The . Philosophy
Department sits in Lincoln
Hall. 'There are only three
offices and personnel must
share a secretary with another
department.
The English Department is
currently considering whether
graduate faculty should teach
undergraduate courses.
Reasons include a lack of
money for' hiring associate or
adjunct professors because
administrators did not include
this in the budget.
Overall, the clean room
marks just another example of
BSU catering to demands from
community businesses. With
Micron, MK and Zilog hanging
over our shoulders, it is obvious
the university airiis to produce
corporate robots, not well·
rounded and educated free
thinkers;
Editorials reflect the opin·
ions of The Arbiter's senior
staff·
Tired of seeing 'Monitor Not Jncluded"1
Looking for a good computer
for your classes but don't want
to spend a bundle?
We have P300, P266 &
P233Mhz systems for
$1000 and less,
MONITOR INCLUDED!
All systems come with at least
32MB of RAM, 15" monitor,
2GB hard drive, & 24x CD-
ROM. (P300+ systems availblc also)
Ca11367-1320 for more info!
I_l~:i~~~~;
......"ibftity when I read the final lines:
d be impeached simply for wast-
body type/size? Wasit the color of
hat Iwant to know is why the final
he cigar? I hold the personal opinion
.erful people in the world, Lewinsky
n used his power to get some.
und body, his stature, and his golden-
characteristics are lacking. It could be
'ly pointed out what Lewinskywas lack-
Hunzeker is a little bit more influenced
., ;r:~~;~:~cl~S~td~e~b~~~fiii
September 2, 1998 edltkln. ,t thoUghtthg ",nt",
this I kept reading, altl!@ h'th " . .
tinued to havesomeg. .. .,.. ' utin, my
"Have you taken a gQO&."'lat' aLe
.{.:i*:: :-':-::: .- ....:~.;
ing a fine Cubans·' "if.i> >"
:~;irif~'~f·
her hair?Wasit her hef ..··s her chest size riOt
degradation of Lewinsky of Lewinsky and noe;the
that if Clinton were not the President, on~t&f t
wouldn't have given him asecond thought. Ie ,
BecauseIseriously doubt it was his loIS, .
;:~~;;:f<
00 blonde hair that sparked his interest. obviousl
~ said he wasa waste of a good dress. But i '{Ha
o ing physically. Now why was that? Like
"'"'1l by the media than he profe
E
~
~.. Brook Smith,Curious Feminist
~ (femim&t;2!Wj'" s~tfaf@tel1d~b0Y!&aOOni
~ rights as atWSOdyI
f 'Q) " " .. It·. • .. •. -.J5"~"'."""''''' ":0." .... '! •• - .- .. "_ •• -~' ••..•• -.'" - - ...... "'\." ....
. in the further objectification of
t, that Monica Lewinsky is not the
're nation sees her as a call-girl).
men should have the same
,;.".... -
-, ......
........ :...,.~
Just Sold!! 300Mhz, 32MB SDRAM, 4MBMPEG video SDRAM,
4.3 GB UD, 36X CD-ROM, Lucent 56K V90 modem, lOOw speakers,
and 15" monitor for $980.00! Call today to see what we can do for you!
Systems availablity varies.
,. ".t";."'~:'r~#.D"·''-§I':'·I'''~I~,r,.."..."
, : ">', :. ~~ J
,:',:\'I"~.~~i'1'·62"' '', ,:,8 ~(IJU',;",·"
'" ..•.. , .• r,., .', ••>.1' .... , ".l~. ~,
~ Features.!I : .'. ALL_ *___ ...._ YOU can
5 Bottles Domestic Beer 'r, "AT
-. ': ".: f9r.QNLY ,S5.09 .; ; ... ';"."
.1) iMQ~;bAYS~~fm~~YS,.)".1ltURSDAYS
~ • ~ 13261!roadY1ayIwe.
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Student government welcomes new leaders, ideas
attend senate meetings on
Tuesdaysand Thursdaysat 4 p.m.
Steyen Steading ..., sponsoredthe legisla- cating for a better all-arounduni-
ASBSD SlndeDI BdiIi,wOOJI- __ ... 1 tion that allowed full versity,experience.
and part time' stu- Together, Christine and Matt
dents an additional guest ticket have come up with a platform Joseph Pearson-Senator,
to Broncofootball and basketball they believe will enact positive Collegeof Social Science, is cur- This is a paid advertisement
games, and opposed increases in changesto our campusand under-, rently the Senate Pro-Tem and r-------------,
parking permits for, the 98-99 score student needs as a priority. hails from Nampa, 10. Pearson
school year. Starr has sponsored In short, their platform is based wants to have senate approval on
legislationto have sexual-orienta- on a commitment that student dedicated fee increases in the
, tion added into the anti-discrimi- representation needs to be com- future.
In a conslsten~ manner, the nation policy,served as a chair of mitted to ethical and professional
senate and executive s,taffs ar~ . the Martin luther King Human decision-makingwith an emphasis
currently underway wIth their R' hts C I b t' k' f I t biltt' , Ig e e ra Ion, was ey In on manoa accoun a I I y.
~e~pectlveagendas In andeffo~ t~ getting an ATMin the, Education Projects for the year includeiniti-
nng commumcatton an pertict- '. building and \ r ating a facul-
,pation to a new level at BSU.The' ,St .
U J d" h more. arr Starr has sponsored t}i/course sur-ASBS u lClary as met to con-
I, f hI' serves, on a lamslation to have sexual- vey programstruct an out me 0 t Ie goa s It I be ~:;. that would, h d' h', arge num r
W1S,e~ to pursue unng t ISterm of campus orientation added into the give students
as we l. , committees anti-discrimination policy,' access to
~e need for Increased stu- where she has results, look-
, dent Input has movedto the fore- helped sha served as a chair of the ing into
front of student government this campusPOl:: Martin Luther KingHuman optional den-
faU. Marketing booths, student for the bene- 't a II vis ion
forums (includingthe open senate fit of stu- Rights Celebration, was insurance pro-
meetings), and open-door polides dents. Starr key in getting an ATM'in s ram .s , ;--.....,.-..--------~---.
will remain in, effect throu~~ut act i vel y the Education building, addressing "EACE CORPS
the yea~~oasSIS.tstudents W1sh~n,gen c0urag e s child . care .- I
to participate In campus actlV1- students to and more. issues, pro- PeaceCorps is your chance to live and
, work in another country, to learn newties. get I'nvolved, motlng cam- d t klanguages and customs an 0 rna e aWith questions or comments nothing that pus safety and difference in people's lives
for any aspect of ASBSU,always there are numerous committee recycling programs, and main- -and in your own•.
remember that student le~ders opportunities for students who taining student support and input
are, here to support your Ideas want to have input into campus into the' new campus recreation
and interests. Studen~ are policy.Starr encourages students facility.
encouraged to take part In some to stop by any time with ideas or
student government program. concerns.
After all ••. it's our campus.
Matt Batt, the ASBSUVice The ASBSUSenate this year I
President, hails fromCentreville, I
ECUTIVE I represents all corners of campusEX VAand is majoring in Crimina life. senators are workingon leg-
Christine Starr, the ASBSU Justice. Matt has been involvedin islation that will improve the
pre~ident, is a, graduate stu~ent, s~~~~ ~~e~~~~~e:~l:~~~ quality of BOiseState for all stU-I
taking classes In the Mastens of y, 'f. Staff His dents. A billboard located in the
P bUc Administration program. DIrector and ~hlef 0 • 'student uniondetails current sen-
StU h been involvedin student track record In student govern- ate projects, The senate wet-arr as , " ' 'ment includes work on the One
government for several years. She, Percent Initiative, expanding the comes input, commentsand ques-
erved as a Senator-at-large tions. Eachspecificcollegewithin
~ ate ProTemand AssistantPro: Greek' system, and coordinating BoiseState is represented in the
en forst _ the proposal for the new campus
Tem. Starr has advoca~edlor Shue RecreationCenter whichis nowin student senate. Eight at-large
dents on numerous ISSues.. positions provide an expanded ,
, 'tal 'n getting the its planning stages. Matt stays tool for students. The at-largewas mstnmen I . t' 'n student government I'
, , ho xt ded chaIred ac lYe I, ' senate is elected every For more info: call 1-800-424-8580 (option #I)
library f~ urs e ~n t 'the 1% because he enjoys representing Novembe"[,'while the college sen- . or visit our website:
the elort agalns students and their interests on wwW.peacecorps.gov
Initiative, i~ o,n~of the fo~nders ca us. He hl>lil'ves.~t, stu-; ators campaign,for,~~~~i9~~Y~ry'l;"-:'" :L;'- ~~l.":"-':""....;':...:.'~'.:.'_~ _
of ~HI$pa(lJ,l~:~\lw.x-~iIIfI;"'''''''~''·'' .lr:-' ,7 ..,,_1 VII l spring. Students are Ylekoine to'
<.::'~:':;':':n~·'wl~H~i~:~f,-,~,.j~n.~:~}}!f.~~~i~:.. d O-- - .. \. ~ _.- .- ., .... " .....
••
. °PlDIOD
The AssociatedStudent orga-nization of Boise StateUniversity has prepared for
a yearlong journey that will ulti-
mately position the universityfor
its progress into the next millen-
nium.
SENATE
.... ~..... -~ .... -~ .. -- ..., ........
Rob Perucca-Senator-at-
Large, is a native of Dallas, TX
majoringin business law. Perucca
aims to make this institution a
better place to learn and experi-
ence life.
What is the first
, reference to the
"six rilillion"
.Holocaust victims?
Ask
AnswerMan!
(He may' surprise you!)
No politics, No polemics,
No professor looking over
your shoulder,
www.codoh.com
Cindy Aber-Senator-at-
large, from IdahoFalls, currently
studies criminaljustice. Aber got ~======~=::J
~~~gm;;9~ilg~1~;
REcRUITERS VISIT BoISE STATE
NEXTWEEICI
Infonnation $essiQg;
Wednesdciy. October 7
7:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Student Union
Can't Malee It?
Stop by the Peace Corps Booth at the Career Fair:
Wednesday. October 7
9-30 am - 4:00 pm
University Student Union
September 30,1998 ~
Mundome: Original campus production
cover
Play brings "my world" into perspective.r
AulumnBaynes ask. people, "What is
Arts & EnIe1lainmeD\ iIiler I real to you?" Klautsch
enjoys the opportunity
Some theorists believe of working on a show from its
humans create reality throughinteraction with others. James. beginning and comments, "[It's]
Carey, author of Communication a luxury to have the playwright
in CultiJre, writes, ''There is sitting right next to you."That doesn't take away
reality and then our accounts of from the fact that Klautsch has
it. " The play Mundome, put on only one thought on her mind
by the BSUTheater Arts lately.
.Department starting tomorrow, ''There is not one bit of mybrain that isn't full of
challenges audiences to inter- Mundomel" she exclaims.
. pret truth and reality during the'
presentation's haunting explo- tThemsbamenThngstruheftorth, , h h . cas me ers. roug ou e
ration into t e uman psyche. t th f h . I
Mundome was adapted by pas mon 0 re ea~sa.,
BSUAssociate Professor 'of actors h~~e coped Wl~hfre-
Theater Arts, Ann Haste. She quent scnpt ch~nges 10 a
recovered the out.of-pnnt novel p~oc~~s cal,led workshop-
by Ann Mojtabai and spent seven pmg, t,estm~ wha~aspects
years intertwining the language work and whIch fall. .
of the text with her own charac- At a recent rehearsal sev-
ters to create a theatrical pro- eral su~pl~ments were added
duction. ~~,the,~cnpt, referred to as
Meanwhile, Mundome also sides". Although cast me~bers
marks a directing debut for Ann groaned when presented Wlth
Klautsch, adjunct professor in the ne,,:, pages, they say ,they
the.department of Theater Arts. app~eclate the opportumty to
She says she wants the play to act 10 M~ndome.. Semor Mary Grewe says,
'. t
\""
.<.
Dr, Grey:. Justtn Ness, a
junior TheaterArts major, has
also racked up considerable
stalt expertence. Some of his
accomplishments Include
Rumo;,,'Tht GraptS of Wrath,
Rivals,ThtWfnt,r'. Tall,Th, .
, N,,,d and :HHrts to Go. Hess
.~ ." . 1~.~fl'om·Mou~taln ..;. .', .,~.'!~'.~'.··1············.r.:.' 1: ~ f; l,.f ' . f " f; . , ..... • f· t to • 0 •
: f". ~i"~. l .'.p n' '. • " l- .. r ~ •• '" (. • • ~ tI _._.f. I. i" ..., b t f: ~' f !' I; I,." _,- ·1 _••• f f " t t to fO .,' ~ #-- .. t'" .
"[This offers] a great experi-
ence. So many times you get .
shows that are done over and
over. This time we get to invent
as we go."
Fellow cast member and
BSUjunior, Andrew Howe,
agrees.
"It's good training.' [In the
professional world] they often
hand you sides ten minutes
before you shoot. This is an
experience we don't normally
get at this level."
Klautsch pushes her actors
to their limits, choreographing
Meg: senior Theater and
Dance major Courtney Bahl
participates regularly In BSU
main stage shows and commu~
nlty theater producttons.
Her credit list Includes .
The Grapes of Wrath, Cabaret
and Carousel. Bohl graduated
from Capital High SChool In
1995.
Baht plays Richard Hankin's
(Nett Brookshire) sister In
Mundome.
stage movement and body posi-
tions almost like a dance
instructor. The set consists of a .
series of short platforms, muted
in color and presenting an
avant-garde feel, while the cos-
tuming hints at time and charac-
ter.
This attention to detail
defines Klautsch's vision for \
Mundome, and she uses the per-
formers to complete the picture.
Junior Lynn Berg com-
ments, "I'm here to act.
Whatever they glean from my
interpretation [is fine]."
. Rafael saakYah/~Arbjter
HurstMlr~ktn:Missy
Thatch.r, ortllnaUy from.Los
. Anllles,'CA claims roles In
~t~,r,~oV •.Th,A.t9rn'nl,. Tht
GrGptl Of V(rG"':"'~ "tuGnd ".
, H'r "In••nd~Ot",rBotM+ .
. '__Stitt shOws"~ !·,1 - ':. -, '
J;;~llrf;lVftr~::r\H~".~~:!~rfr·r~·1:t."fj;·
~--- -----_.,-, ... '
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plays hide-and-seek with reality
.
15-- ......
Translator's seven-year project comes
to life tomorrow night
ErlcamHill1-1 ---,- _
Arts & EolertainmenlFJlilorl 1 it right there, could
you show us that
Translating a novel into a again? I didn't quite get it. '"
play is comparable to "a chef Host~ says translating feel·
[taking] beef stock and boiling it ings and ideas from the book
down to where it's very flavor- "into theatrical form was proba-
ful, not as much volume, but bly the hardest aspect to over-
boiled down to the essential ele- come. But she adds that the
ments." That's how BSUTheater messages come through clearly
Arts Professor Ann Hoste thinks with the help of staging, block-
of the work she put into turning ing, language and skilled act-
the book Mundome into a play, .mg. ,
set to kick off at the Morrison Hoste has been working
Center Stage II tomorrow. on the play since early 1991.
The story traces Richard She came across the original
Hankin's journey from one psy- novel, out-of-print for some'
chological state to another, time now, written by Ann
exploring the world of mental Grace Mojtabai in the 1.9705.
illness. The play takes a few Mundome is Latin for "my " ~
unexpected twists and turns that world." Hoste says this is also Qj
prove easily clarified in the the first play for which she has ~
novel, but harder to convey on hbecadto esecl'tuI.rSehae·rc~~:~~ous ~ folktale into a play titled Ivan and The Rivals.
stage. i . . . aus and His Bag. She also developed Before adapting Mundome
"Youcan take the novel,' ~ork that warrants legal protec- a compilation of women's poetry to a play Hoste scrutinized t~e
read a passage, and set it aside, nen, , t ed performance Her story line, seeking to transcnbe
then come back to it later, re- By the time she earned her into a s ag '. . the most important details and
read it and take your time. But Ma ter's of Fine Arts from the first original s~ort play I.S ideas. She says she would
when you put something on the un~versity of Texas, Hoste had Penumbra, whIch she still works extract episodes from the novel
stage the audience can't tell already adapted a Romanian on. Hoste focuses on costume that she could picture on stage,
the ac'torsto s·,op and. say tH.old then I'nco'rporate the vital~ design for the BSUtheater .
department. Forexample, she scenes, omitting a number of
created the wardrobe for characters she felt distracted
Cabaret, The Grapes of Wrath from the major storyline.
"The process is like having
Richard: Nell Brookshlr., a and raising a child. Mojtabai is
Theater major, has performed the mother, I'm the midwife"and
In numerous BSUshows as w.ll now I'm turning it over to direc-
as the Idaho Shakespeare tor Ann Klautsch and the actors
Festival. to raise," Hoste comments.
Som. of his prOductions . She refers to the actors and
Include Inttrl'Olatln, tht Hud" the play's director as a "?dY.of
. 'Th' Grapf' of Wrath"A creativity turning her scnpt mto
Ittld.ummtr Hf.ht. Drtom, reality.
Cymbtllnt and RomtO and "I went to a rehearsal and
Jull,t. , saw the actor playing Hankin "
Itteutdomt tracts the jour- (Brookshire). He was acting out " .' . ' ,: 'led b ., .
.,neyoUrookshtrt'S character scene where Hankin is starting Blographles C0n:'~l. <, .'.• ~ Ii.
G(~d Hanktnthrouahdtff.r- ~S9,~.~,~ctoJ~ .• , ,Arts a~dEnt~'~rr':~" . ;, ,'"
.-t,fttvthDlMlcl~."O+:t~/,'"!~tri'fr6rit"of!lIts>~):~: ',' iwtiter, ~~rot;', a \•. ~lt hH . ~~"~~~~~~J:+}~r:~~:"I":~....; ;~,~-;.J', - , ~'I_~','".j C' .. '.' ""~:.,~ ~'-"" ... :,- •• ~_ ~ ';.' - • - -- • ,-'.'+""~"'fl h:{."·-- ,,:47 ",.14 '~,' -~"'f tt~-. ~ .. .,t. ~'C> '~," ':'1','(', ~'11 llo,",". ~ $ "4", .~:i;,/t,t:t,~)(I~.i.i;t:~~e~(i.r~~~,~,.:', - . " ..:. ',".' ,:. 4
Director: Ann K1autseh,an
adjunct faculty member In the ,
Department of Theater Arts,
received her BFAIn theater
from Wayne State University In
Detroit, Mlchlpn. .
Klautsch claims extensive
voice tralnlna from· "
Shakespeare and Company 'n
Massachusetts and the
American Repertory Theater at
Harvard.
She now teaches stap
vo'ee and d\a\ects at 801"
State Unwlnlty. Other ertdtn-
ttats Include WOI'ktnt as a vocal
" COICh for thi 1dIho, ' _ ..:.
,,' . . . ',-., IIIdPIt- >'".~ .. ", ......<fOrm'lII for" IdahoThHW,,,,J-<·','
:r\'outh.n ttl'" .. ~:',.;:
tfon of DrlvIMI.
from his coworkers and chanted
'Mundome! Mundome!' Then all
of the sudden he leaps onto his
desk and scuttles off stage.
Never in my wildest dreams had
I imagined that scene in that
way. It was fabulous."
Hoste attends rehearsals
only when Klautsch asks her to, :
because she wants to "maintain.
a sense of detachment from the
project to see it objectively. "
She adds that this detach-
ment allows her to identjfy cori~
fusing portions ofthe perfor-
mance. .
"If something isn't dear to
me, I go back and rewrite it. Or
if I get some suggestions from
the, actors or director I'll incor-
porate that into the script. So .:
it's really a constant work-in-
progress."
Originallyfrom NewMeadows,10, . shouldmaintain a 2.5GPA,sopho-
Ephraim was attracted to ASBSU more status, and be a full time
because of a long fascination for student. The deadline for next
politics and the opportunity to fall exchange is December 11,
get involved. 1998.
MikeBrowncurrently majors
in the politi-
cal science
department
and occupies
the office of
Chief of
Staff. In this
important
role, Brown
hopes to pre-
pare a
Jessica Dempster, from' lishloothlyrun-
Coeur d'Alene, will serve this ning financial
term as the ASBSUstudent lobby- a d vis o r y
ist, representing BSUat the state board, and
legislature. start a successful student survey
in which students are able to
evaluate professors.
involvedwith student government
from seeing signs and advertise-
ments around campus. These
inspired her to make a difference
at school.
IgnacioMireles describes his
position as senator for the stu-
Kara Janney-Senator-at- dents at large by hoping to get
large, whose hometown is students involvedin school activ-
,Beckley, WV, "want(s) students ities and school spirit. Mireles
to knowthat they own ASBSUand . plans on continuing support for
should get involved with their more parking options at BSU.He
school!" Janney believes students believes in improved student
can change policy and work to' insurance coverage by includinga
make their school 'theirs.' dental option with full fee paying
status.
Justin Thomas-Senator-at-
Large, from Coeur d'Alene,
majors in management enter-
prise. Thomas plans to enhance
the atmosphere of BoiseState by
providing further assistance to
student clubs and organizations. 'Aaron Weimorts also claims
Coeur d'Alene as his hometown.
He has been selected to fill the
position of
Personnel
Selection
Director,
wit" h
duties
including
maintain-
ing stu-
dent activ-
ity on
campus
commit-
tees as
well as vacant positions jn the
senate, executive and judicial
branches.
,. ,
OPllllOR
Steve Steading, Student
Relations, comes originally from
Coeur d'Alene.· He currently
serves as Student Relations
Coordinator and hopes to bring
ASBSUmore directly into the lives
of all BSUstu-
dents.
Currently we
are preparing
a web-page
for students,
. a brochure
detailing
functions of
student gov-
ernment and
other out-
reach tools
designed to
increase
Carolyn Farrugia serves as
the ASBSURecycling
Director. Farrugia hails,
from Dearborn, MI
'originally, and has already
had an astonishing season
with the environmental
efforts on campus.
involvement.
JUDICIARY
Carolyn Farrugia serves as
the ASBSU~ecycling Director.
Farrugia hails from Dearborn, MI
originally,and has already had an
astonishing season with,the envi-
ronmental efforts on campus. She
wants to "continue to pick up
recyclingat a consistent rate, and
increase the amount of recycling
at a consistent rate, and increase
the amount of recycling areas on
campus (currently over 30,000
pounds have been recycled in
under five months!)." In addition
to these efforts, also lookforward
to the sale of 1700 BSUenviron-
mental awareness mugs which
will be available through ASBSU
and MoxieJava in mid-September.
The ASBSUJudiciary consists
of ,five student justices and twei
faculty justices. The Judiciary
meets Tuesday and Thursday at
3:15 PM.
Seplember30,1998---~
Korrin Eveland, is also
majoring in political science.
Eveland serves as an associate
justice and would like to find a
career in the FBIas a constitu-
tional analyst.
Elizabeth .Roberts, a native
of Salem, OR, also serves as an
associate justice. Her interest in
the justice system comes from
her major, criminal justice.
Roberts also 'hopes to find a
career in juvenile justice.
Craig Hemmens serves as
faculty justice in ASBSU.
Hemmens is originally from
Chapel Hill, Ne and now teaches
in the BSU Criminal. Justice
Department.
Starla Haislip currently
serves as an ASBSUfaculty jus-
tice.
Nate Peacher and Florian
Dina were also recently selected
to represent the students at large
in the senate.
,Angela Vandermeer 'was .-----------
recently elected to hold the
Judiciary'SChief Justice, position.
Vandermeer is a criminal justice
major from Boiseaiming to some-
day run for governor of Idaho.
, ALL
~ YOllCOft
Peter Brockett serves judi- ~ ~AT
ciary as its senior justice. Brocket ' ~
is fromWeiser,10, studying politi- .) lHURSDAYS
cal science. His interest in the ~ 1326 Broadewy 1tIe.
position is derived from his major. .....,;;::..;;...~::;;;.:~-=::.==::::L=.J
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Autumn Haynes, a senior
,majoring in communication, is
the ASBSUExecutive Assistant.
Haynes would like to increase '
Josh Peppard represents the participation in the faculty recog-
Collegeof Engineering.He is nition and hall of fame programs
~ a native of Wasilla,AK. that ASBSUsponsors annually in
~ MikelaFrench is a junior the spring. lIl', JJ_I IJ:L_.••• ,I.:d._. -11.,.
g representing students in the tJ~ ~ ~ IIfHIIWIIfI euJ
~ Collegeof Arts and Sciences. Chris Bryner handles BSU's
§ French is a former resident ,National Student Exchange.
~ of IdahoFalls. BrYnerhas worked in his position
• now for over two years, and
....~ Rochelle Ephraim has believes that this year there will: ..!,.~eIHI,\,~)Q,!epresent be m?"llO(l!d~ti~ tI1'"T MQ,n" Fri .
c:CG:,~..tk~~~~:~:~~~~i~:.b.e~ ::': ~~:'.:~~I::1' ~:~ 6j:~~::~:m..._h. . . . '. =.:_ ... ~, ...._._.. _........... 9 am -2 pm
. ~.-... ~~.~.....,•.. ;~ . "~~~;:=:._ ..•~~~_-="=~~""~~~t,\,j~:
Liz Drennon, originally from
long Island, N't',
represents the
graduate stu-
dent population.
Lizwould like to
see better com-
munication
between ASBSU
and students,
and prepare a
better campus
for the Twenty-
first Century.
Ignacio Mireles plans on
continuing support for
more parking options at
BSU.He believes in
improved student
insurance coverage by
including a dental option
with full fee paying status.
Nat e
Peterson is the senator from the
College of Business. Peterson
comes from Pocatello, majoring
in Finance/Economics. His inter-
est in student government origi-
nate in the dynamicnature of pol-
itics.
Boise's Premium Drive- Thru Espresso Since 1994
Located at Franklin & Orchard
Random. thoughts on soap.
box preachers
AsencionRamirez_______ and resortin'g to name
Columnist I calling in efforts to cajole
Try an.urban legend on lor students Into repenting,size: this guy wants to (Anyway, I think that's what hebecome a- better public wanted.) I'm~otgoing to further
speaker so he stands on a soap dignify whathe~aid9r any of the
box on a st~~t corner and begins other interactio~sth~ttook place
spouting whatever rhetoric or out on thelaY;n.Frankly, the only
speech he'si~en working on. outcomes of the. affaIr were flared
Pretty soonJlopne's booing or tempers and ','namec:alling from
throwing rotterttQmatoes at him. both sides~'~Embarrassing" is one
He's gotten pa~t~i~fear of pub- _ word that comes •to 'mind when
lic speakingan~.suddenly describingtheen~ireepisode.
~;~~:~. a polishe~~ngeloquent '" I.c!on'tbelieve ••thatanykind
, Or how about tnishne? Fora of underst~nding wasachieved •. 1
communication class,astudent .didn't.~~any conversions and,worse,19idn'tsee anybody offer
wants to study the physical inter- logical arguments to the garbage
action and nonverbal signals beingputJorth.'lleyman,you
between strangers. So he spends got YOl![buttkick~~ bya girl,"
a 'day riding up and down an ele- 'didn't do anything t?itake the
vator annoying the rest of the wind' out.of the pr~~cher'~:iails.
passengers. He stands with his (By>tJ1:..W~Y~i.d,g<l°9comeback.)
back facing the door and his nose ....IJ1.~.\ass~rp?~in''::qEiliv~red
pressed against the back wall, or totQePF~aChe.r-a~~tll;f~~lil1~s it
he gets onto a full elevator and elicited disturbed me most. I
never turns around. While every- heard perfectly rationalpebple
one else faces the closed door as saying he deserved everything he
the elevator goes up and down, got, and that if they had been
he stares into the eyes of rest of there they would have whooped
the passengers. He does all this on him too. On the second day of
just to study peoples' reactions. his verbala~sault lheardpeople
Or how about this last one? A saying, "I better get out of .here
man stands outside the Student before I get really mad and kick
UnionBuilding preaching and say' his butt."
ing all sorts of mean and nasty Fdon'tknow what to think.
stuff until he gets some young Maybe Iwas being naive by assum-
woman gets all worked up. She ingthosewarm, fuzzy words 'tot-
can't take it anymore and so, to erance" ..and "understanding"
quote the vernacular, she "goes were here practiced at atllevels.
upside his head" with a right When we encourage peorle to
cross and a couple of knees to participate' in the Women's
the groin. Everyone else is stand- Fitness Run, host the Native
ing around shocked until some- AmericanandMexican.Amencan
body comes to their senses and Studies Conferences and put on
calls the cops. The police shew the best Martin Luther
up and haul the both of them KinglHuman Rights ,< Week
away to the clink ... The point Celebration in the state,perhaps'
was? it'sjtJstafront to hidjour:capac.
By now, most everyone on itytohat~. None of' ~shaSr~ally
campus has heard one. distorted risen)above intoleninc~'()r has
version or another of the story ofle~redt()keep others'frolllgget-
the loud mouth who stood out- ling our goat. " Maybe; some-
side the SUB thumping his Bible times. we (the good people 01 . .. ...,' .' 'Forrnerfy wltli ,I •••••••. • •• ~_.-. • - "j ••.••• -
: .•' , -. -' ,.... I
V
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Idaho) can be just as bad as those
Klansmen, nee-Nazis or clinic-
bombing criminals.
Maybe, th,at'sjust it-people
who have been discriminated
against deserve a chance to rise
up and kick some butt. What
makes that creep outside the SUB
any different from any other jerk
I've encountered in -a club, at a
bar or even in the classroom? If
someone •approached me in the
mall andsaid, "Hey, wetback!" I'd
probably haul off and bop him in
thenose.What makes the preach-
er, who calls my friends names
and insinuates hideous thoughts
about me, any different from the
guy in the mall? Just because he
thinly. veils his hatred behind the
Bible in his hand, am I supposed to
tolerate the poison he's spewing?
I didn't think so.
So what are we supposed to
do? What fantastic new revelation
comes out of this entire experi-
ence? Another Dan Popkey col·
umn? I don't know, I'm not sure
and \ hope not. (Great answers,
huh?) Maybe I'lt fall back on a lit:
tle bit of momma's wisdom:
"Ignore him and he'll go away."
However, I'll keep in mind that,
every once in while I should listen
to garbage in order to discern it
from the music of the logical
argument.
On a side note: why is it that
the advice' of former junkies, like
the preacher claimed to be, and
. "fornicators," is supposed to rank
higher than the advice our parents
and teachers give us? This been-
there-done-that hypocrisy is over-
rated in the quality of wisdom it's
supposed to deliver. Besides, the
preacher never even used a nee-
dle. How am I supposed to respect
a dope fiend who's afraid to use a
hypodermic and suffers from
epiphanies at Van Hagar concerts?
: 1010Main
: Downtown Boise
\ 345-6605
; http://www.webpak.netl-bIUeSbou
E-mail: bluesbou@mlcron.net
n19hts A week
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Bound to Agree
Lesleiob.'Owen-----.----- during the eighties. of discrimination to me. LO: Nothing a little clear
] You remember; at the Determined to secure the nail polish won't cure. You gottaCGI_I__ --- ' h. end of the commer- , rights of all my brothers, I ease your foot in... yea ,you got
E
verymorning, thousands of cial each animated, No- approached several male friends.. it.
Idaho women gather, tuck, NonsenseQ-clad buttock magical- "Men," I said, "I offer you the U: Nowwhat?
slide and undulate their ly lifted with the "plink" of a chance to right the social wrong LO: Keep 'pulling ,them
clothing and bodies in a ritual . xylophone. See-wear our panty- of reverse-discrimination. Rise up . upward, letting out small bits of
dance. of 'immurement. To the hose and your buttocks won't and embrace your freedom to material as you go.
uninitiated the dance may appear slump in your jeans like two wet . choose between 18-hour or. U: It's more complicated ...
a tangle of limbs and material-in blueberry muffins. . underwire." . ow... than it looks. Kind of like
actuality, it .represents a Perhaps not surprisingly, the None of my friends accepted learning to ease up on the clutch
sequence of scientifically calcu- online services yielded much ..She opportunity to become a and push down on the accelerator
lated and artistically orchestrat- more savory replies. I tyPe~" Panty Pioneer. Still, according to all at the same time.
ed movements. Few can 'perceive "pantyhose" into three separate the Internet, pantyhose and glr- LO: Uh, okay.
the Newtonian precision with search engines and encountered dies offer the stuff fantasies are U:' Heyllt's pinching my leg
which we women carefully gather the following killdsof site made of. Creating my own panty- hairlOWWWWWWWWWWWl
and disburse the material,. deScriptions, alwa~ popping up hose fantasy was right in keeping LO: Hmm, that is a problem.
rationing just-so-much per inch within the first ten listings: "Sex with the garment's purpose,' Maybe you should shave your legs
and' utilizing' the momentum of on the Internet with pantyhose"; right?· Thus began a little day- next time ...
slick cloth over smooth skin. At "Me and my husband both love to dream of my own, starring a man U: Okay, here's the knee. I
the pinnacle of our performance, wear pantyhose all the tim~"; and a pair of Queen-sized hose. In can't keep goingll have an entire
we carefully ba\ance the oppos- ,"Unks, voyeur, Japan, bondage, case you're mulling the words other leg to get!
ing forces of derriere-curvature Asian"; "Girls with sexy legs, "fantasy," "man" and "panty- LO: Don't panic, Lon. Go
and fingertip pressure, all 'this erotic hosiery, stockings." Not hose" and wondering whether the ahead and let. go of the fabric ...
while aVoiding ragged fingernails, that the Internet is the most following account symbolizes an that's it... just let it go. Now,
cat claws and jeweled rings. Fred accurate portrayer of modem. cui- act of retaliation for years of repeat' the same procedure with
Astaire, Isaac Newton, HAHl I'd ture, but there's just as much nylon and Spandex-induced suf- the left leg.
like to see them put ona pair of reality as hype in hyper-reality. I fering ... glad to know you're U: [Repeats] ,
pantyhose at 7:00 in the morningl just found it interesting that such paying attention. LO: GoodI Now comes the
The connection; between a small piece of clothing. could Imaginary dialogue between hard part. You have to stand up
pantyhose and girdles first stimulate such a huge mass of 'Lon Jerray' and me: for this, Lon. Good. Now we're
occurred to me during one of my erotic fantasy. gonna put to test that advanced
"Body. Images" lectures. I was Hey, I'm no party pooper. I LO: Thanks for helping me hand-eye coordination Nintendo
deliveiing nlY usual "girdles- enjoy restricted physical mobility out, Lon. The other guys split as promised you. Take the gathered
ain't-nothin'-but-abdominal-ver- as much as the next person. My soon as they heard the words material for one leg. Right. Now
sions-of-foot-binding" spiel when only concern is that men don't "Control Top." kind of pull it upward while slid-
I felt that familiar twisting of tex- get to share in the joy (well, U: Alwayswilling to exploit ing your hands around the cir-
. tile around my thigh. I shifted my except for that one woman's myself in the name of building cumference.
weight, clenched various muscle aforementioned husband). As one bridges between the sexes, Les. U: God, I don't know if I
groups~nothing. Finally, I slid online site so eloquently express- LO: (A little teary-eyed) can do it. What if I screw up?
behind the podium to engage in a es it, "Women wear girdles to Gosh. Well, okay, so you take What if I can't go through with it?
little covert picking action, all make their clothes fit better, to them out of the wrapper like Imean my hand could slip or... or
the while discussing the social support their backs and stomachs, this... my thumb might poke through ...
symbolism behind physical con- and to correct what exercise and U: They're awful, well, and maybe you know, my class
striction. The irony did not diet cannot ... They can be very small. ring could...
escape me-I wish I could say the seductive and even lovely gar- LO: Oh, no, no, no. They just LO: Now's not the time to
same for the kink in. my panty- ments" (from "Zona: The Girdle look small. They expand and con- panic, dammitl You have a wail-
hose. Zone"). Why should women have form to the shape of your legs. ing two year-Old, a half-naked
Why do we wear pantyhose, all the fun combining the con- Now, you bunch all the material husband begging you to find his
girdles, push-Up bras and aU cealment of vices with the sexi-up around the toe like this. Then, undershirt and the phone just fin-
those other anti-breathing appa- ness inherent in self-bondage? Is you stick your foot in and line ished its third ring. Pull yourself
. ratuses? The common consensus it ethical to limit men's under· your toes up with the seam. . togetherl
.•.••~ me ,01.. wear d1oice$ to white BVDs and U: My. toe already broke .. U: Oilay-, all ri~ I can do
>.;",:, ..,;9",.'J~"'" ~.. . .....~~ ........!!!!::$~J..~.&~~~_!.llrgyg!lJ . -'!0lP'.!~d while sliding around .'"C"ii£iffiW:i¥~"f" . . .- - - . - .-.- _.- - .... - .... -. - . - ... ,.- ..
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at
the circumference ... upward and
slide-I got a runl
, LO: No time to worryl You
can wear your red silk pants
instead of the grey.tweed mini.
Alternate legs to ensure equal
coverage. Youcan do it, manl
. .U: Almost there...
LO: Around the buttocks
now. Encourage, not enforcel
U: Okaaaaaaaay. GOT ITl
LO: Hoorayl Lon, you've
donned your first pair of panty-
hose. You've brought your sex
one step closer to fully appreci-
ating the diversity of feminine
apparel. How do you feel? ..
U: My big toe is turning
purple, the fabric is pinching my ,
calf hair and making both my legs
itch and this control top panel is
restricting my breathing.
LO: Sooooo ...1
U: Like a real woman, Les.
Hey, just doin' my part to
make sure "equal opportunity".
gets equally applied.
I read a book the other day
that sharply criticized feminists .
for desexualizing women and dis-
couraging men from expressing .
their own se~uality. Just to set
the record straight, I'm all for
defining sexiness through the use
of corsets, girdles, seamed
pantyhose and push-up bras. I
just feel kind of selfish, allowing
only my gender to partake in the
fun. Everyone should benefit
from the aesthetic value of invis-
ible panty lines, tight tummies
and uplifted. buttocks. Plink,
plink.
And for those thousands of
female Idahoans squirming in
their nylon/lycra-padded seats,
I'm sure you're all bound to
agree.
- ...::'.~ __~:"""'-"'\_'o;_~.
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DamonHunzeker_______ Yes, but you did-
CoIumnill. ~' _I n't address the ques-
tion. Anyway, let's
move on. In the Paula Jones
deposition-again, under oath-
you testified that your relation-
ship with Monica 'Lewinsky was
, not sexual. Do you still believe
that?
I'd Nst like to say some-
thing at this point. I think it's a
'shame that we haven't done
anything about the minimum
wage•.
Sir, did you have sex with·
Monica Lewinsky?
Who?
Monica' Lewinsky-the fat
girl with the rug burns. Have you
ever been alone with her?
Well, that depends what
you mean by 'been.' What defi·
nition are you using?
It's a simple verb. It works
in conjunction with the other
verb, 'have.' Basically, they'.re
tense-markers, 'linguistic role
players. They don't really mean
anything by themselves with no
context. You have to absorb the
entire arrangement of the sen-
tence and then answer.
What do you mean by
'alone?' We all mean different
things. Heck, is anyone really
ever alone? Somebody else is
always somewhere, right?
'Alone' means just you and
her. Were you alone with her?
. What does 'were' mean?
OK, let's put it another way.
According to Ms. Lewinsky, you
dressed up like a pirate. Then
you ate all her clothes, where-
upon you proceeded to floss
with her pubic hair. After 17
orgasms each you climbed on
top of the White House while
masturbating and shouted, "I'm
a little girll" Is that true, Mr.
President?
Hmmm "' , don't remem·
ber. I'm not saying it didn't
happen. , simply d~n't recall. ,
have to deal with so many
things during the day.,..the
Middle East peace treaty, build·
ing imaginary bridges to the
21st century, you know the rou-
tine. So , can't be expected to
remember everything , do in
the course of a day.
Look, you braindead hick.
Did you or. did you not have sex
with Ms. Lewinsky?
. l'm not going to answer
your trick Questions.
Oid she Perform ora\ sex on
you?
I remember that she gave
me a really neat book.
Did she perform oral sex on
you?
What is your definition of
'she?'
One last question, Mr.
President. Irskine Bowles and
Harold Ickes both work for you
at the White House. Did you
deliberately hire people who
have porn names?
Yes.
Thank you. No further
questions.
Do you want to have sex?
If.you didn't see PresidentClinton's grand jury testimo- .ny, regret no more-because
I'm here. I have chosen to sacri·
fice my standard column in"
order to provide a verbatim
transcript of the testimony:
Do you solemnly swear to
tell the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the trl!th?
No.
Could you please state your
full name, sir?
What do you mean?
Your name-tell us what it
is.
, Why?
For the record. It's a for-
mality.
, am Clinton. Mortals will
kneel before Clinton and-
Screw it. That's enough.
We know' your name. Mr.
President, you have sworn,
under oath, to tell the truth. Do
you understand what that
means?
, like pudding.
The question, sir, is this: do
you understand what the truth
is?
Well, that can mean a lot
of things.' My earlier statement,
for instance, was legally accu-
rate. , do in fact enjoy pudding.
There is nothing false or mis-
leading about that.
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experiences and opportUnities you'll discover as
you live, learn and earn in our world.
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TwoCentsclndChange'.--,.---------------------------This week's episode: What Would
Jesus Do? and Dead Birds
Hinn with snake piland healing Usually here at The Arbiter
sauces. 'Jesus definitely wouldn't people get a list of words they
have his own showcalled "Healin' can't use, like the F-word, the
wit' 'da J" on The WB. Jesus' SH-word, and boring words such
would go to the Boise Rescue as "things," "stuff," "junk" and
Mission(Jesus Saves) and quietly "nice." We fall under a different
cure sores, inflammations and set of requests. They've asked us
pustules, and wouldn't say "Sorry not to use the followingwords in
ma'am; it's God's wrath on your our column (just so you know):
deathstyle" when some girl with "urine, butt, fart, juicy, cake,
the clap asked to be healed. kitty, knuckles, film, churizo,
4. Commerce. One of ungulate, woozy, scar, greazy
Dale's favorite Bible'stories con- (take note, that's with a z), fur,
cerns the money-changers in the maples, curly hair" and "Jon
synagogue.Youknow,when Jesus Benet. I' So if you see any of them,
got majorly torqued off and broke be sure to write in and complain.
a bunch of bird cages and tables?
Basedon this story we're guessing
it's a fair assumption that Jesus
wouldn't offer you a prayer towel,
opinion
voice for full effect.) We have a 1. Disciples. WWJD?'We'll
different idea. Wethinkwe are on tell you exactly howJesus would~
the earth to answer· that qaes- n't go about recruiting modern
tion-WWJD? So WWJDbracelet day disciples. He wouldn't buy.
wearers, WWJDpanty endorsers time on TBNor The 700 Clubwith
or any other WWJDproduct users, Pat Robertson. Instead he would
if you are reading this we have hang out down by Hooters, The
some answers for you. Butfirst we Torch, Blu Mac, The Black
think the best way to let you know Palaminoor any other seedy bar.'
WJWD(WhatJesus WouldDo)is to You may be asking, how do we
let you know exactly WWJD(What back up thatdaim? Rememberthe
Wouldn't Jesus Do). woman at the well and Mary
W . . 7 ............Magdelene?Those were not Cub
hat would Jesus do. Scout den mothers he was palling
You've seen theml around with; they were prosti-
Come on admit it. You tutes. ~nd Saul, Saul of Tarsus?
, Let's lust say that he wasn't
have seen the spending that tax money on road
showlace bracelets repairs and computers for retard-
• : • ed kids. Nope! These were not
stlCkers, hats, t-shlr ..S, nice people before they ran into
tattoos and other Jesus. Jesus would find his mod-
paraphernalia with th ern day disciples in prisons,.brot~-eels, law offices and certam reli-
letters "WWJD?" gious institutions on campus.
Which stands for 2. Preaching. WWJD?We'll
" tell you how Jesus wouldn't
What Would Jesus spread the word. He wouldn't
Do?" The odd thing is, send out mass mailingswith free
.. candy. Hewouldn't appear on any
l no one really answers daytime talk shows. He sure as
that question. hell wouldn't send a bunch of
damn post-adolescent kids on
bikes wearing black ties to your
door. Hewouldn't leave 3OO-page
pamphlets about his word under
your windshield wipers. We all
know he wouldn't ask for your
. money. What would he do? He'd
print up his gospel on rolls of TP,
the inside Zig-Zagpapers, and buy
time duringJerry Springerand the
Superbowl.He might rent a plane
and skywrite in puffy font, "I am
the way, the truth and the light,"
during the BoiseRiverFestival.
3. Miracles. WWJD?Jesus
would definitely not perform mir-
acles' in the following ways. He
would not heal lepers on James
Brolin's Fox show Beyond Belief·
He wouldn't' travel in a wooden
... '.. wagon medicine show a la Benny~~~_~_---_"":"'-'--J
'.'
Oldyou knowthat Wedne.sda
y,
(today) was actually named
after the Norse god Woten
or Odin?So there you have it.
If you are new, or just
learned to read, we'd like to
introduce ourselves.
I'm Ira: lover, hater, fighter,
coward, winner, loser, jokester,
. smokester, and midnight tokester
and dumpling eater.
l'mOale.
What wou\d Jesus do?You've
seenlhem! Comeon, admit it. You
have seen the showlace bracelets,
sUckers, hats, t-shirts, tattoos
and other paraphernalia with the
letters "WWJD?"Whichstands for
"What Would Jesus Do?"The odd
thing is, no one really answers
that question. Could it be that
"they" are afraid of the true .
answers?
What would Jesus do· for a
KlondikeBarJM?
SOme would say that Dale is
on the earth to impersonate dead
actresses and that Ira is on the
earth to make the old people say
things like, "Mygod, what's that
smell, is that the bathroom?"
(Must.read in grumbly old person
';,
".
Pregnant?
ani neal belp.
FREE
Pregnanc}(..test
BIRTHRIGHT
All help is confidential and free
1-800-550-49bO
2419 W. State St.
Boise Idaho 83702
342-1898
He wouldn't leave
300-page pamphlets
about his word under
your windshield
wipers. We all know
he wouldn't ask for
your money. What
would he do? He'd
print up his gospel on
rolls of TP, the inside
Zig-Zag papers, and
buy time during Jerry
Springer and the
Superbowl.
bumper sticker, hat, wooden
bracelet, T-shirt or other kitschy
good to earn money. If offered
these Items at a discount price,
he'd simplyprefer his toga.
So next time you see some
chump wearing a WWJDmerit
badge, pocket protector or can
wrap· you can say "Hey, I. know
WWJD(WhatWouldn't Jesus Do.)"
•t______ ..•._J
Why is everything ten cents
more than it was a year ago?We
hate to sound old, butwe remem-
ber back in the dayswhen a candy
bar cost fifty-five cents, a Coke
was seventy-five cents, a call
home was only two bits and we
had to ride our bikes to school
uphill in the snow with no seat.
MM.Really, inflation is gonna kill
us. In the past three months the
price of Cokehas gone up a dime,
as have candy bars and phone
calls. At that rate, in 2002 a Coke
will cost forty-five dollars and
you'll have to apply to the bank to
refinance your phone calls. Sexual
favors from the Oriental Massage
Parlor downtown have gone up to
$100.10, which means they've
actually gone up $100.00 .
If freckles are angel kisses,
what about the freckles on my
ass?
One of our good friends came
to class the other day with a
pigeon wrapped in tin foil. She
was burning it with a magnifying
glass and asking where the near-
est microwavewas located.
Quit killingthe birds, jerks. A
good friend of ours came to class
the other day with a pigeon
wrapped in her scarf. Yousee, the
poor little S.O.B. was sick. He'd
apparently digested a good
___ --8ePlember 30,1998
althy dose of poison. Where'd
get it?Nope, not Fine ~ost, not
om Mrs. Rl,Ich's kitchen. From
e top of our fine buildings here
t BSU. Yousee kids, they put poi·
on our roof tops to kill birds.
et's just hope Santa doesn't eat
ny.Our question is, why? What
ssiblefriggin' threat do a few
igeons,a couple a blue birds and
hristin~Starr leaping from roof
o roof cause? We.think BSUis a
ittle insecure, possibly a little
aranoidabout the birds. So poi·
n mongers, if you're reading
(notthat you are, you're probably
outpullingwings off flies, hitting
someinfantswith bats or clubbing
a dwarfhorse somewhere) but if
by chance you are reading,
here'resome of our ideas on why
we think you're poisoning our
fowlfriends, you foul fiends.
.. 2., Maybe you keep mistak·
m~their droppingsfor candy. 'Nuff
said.
3. Youprobably can't whis-
tle, and believe the magpies are
but teasing you.
, ,4. ,Who knows? Just stop
killing birds; do something con-
structive like sweep a walkway,
plant a flower, kiss a midget
(what?)
Well, bye.
Wisdom Nugget:
"No, and I'll tell you why" -
Charles Fee, Artistic Director of
the Idaho Shakespeare Festival.
You l1}ig~tbe a
yupple If... '
If you think MadDog20120 is
a mutt with perfect vision...
1: Your mother sat you in
~hetrailer house you lived in, just
outsideMountain Home,and put
Hitchcock'sThe Birds on 'repeat
p\ai for weeks on ·end. Relax,
takea lessonfrom Burt and Ernie.
Pigeonsare our friends.
That's right! Checking accounts are free at
Capital Educators:
NO monthly service charge
NO per item fees
NO minimum balance requirement
NO surcharge ATMs at all 3 of our
office locations
opinion 21_' ...I
Guess what
Daddy, The
Arbiter
doesn It suck
anymorel
::.1;'"~"'., '
YOU'D BE sMILING TOO IF
YOUHADAEBEE.
CHECKING ACCOUNT AT
CAPITAL EDUCATORS
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION!·
CALL us at 377-4600 or ~0~223-7283!"
PLUS there are many other .advaittag~.:~ch
as dividends calculated dailY,FREE,~ to
your account through Capital Lme(teleptione
computer), FREE directdeposit of payroll
checks, etc., VISA Check (debit) Cards, ATM
Cards, and your accounts are insured for up to
$100,000.00 through the National credit
Union Administration.
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Chinese acrobatics swing through BSU
•
troupe adds to the ethnic events found the group at the Northwest
En(a Bwi\lL-\_-------- and diversity series SPB Booking Agency in Seattle.
Arts &f»lellainmenlEdilor_--] tries to incorporate in ''We book events a year
all its productions. . ahead of time, so I actually didn't
''Though we are separated by choose this group but. that cer-
culture, language and geography, tainly doesn't mean I'm not exdt-
art is one form of communication ed about it."
that transcends these The Hangzou Acrobatic
boundaries. It touches Troupe'S costumes, set design and
us and reminds us of music all contribute to the histor-
how' beautiful the ical essence of the show.
human experience is." ''The production elements
The shoWwill fea- are exciting. Ithink for the most
ture several displays part eastern civilizations have
of strength and agility been ignored even though they
including "Silk are one of the more beautiful cul-
Hanging" where acro-: tures," LaMonica says.
bats use colorful Costume colors include
Hangzou silk as a prop,"" and vibrant tomato red, cotton candy
"Juggling Parasols with the Feet" blue and banana yellow.
where performers toss, "'1m and Chinese acrobatics consti-
twist the silk. tutes an art that began with the
LaMonica explains that SPB Han Dynasty in 206 B.C., trans-
~
night of aerial feats,martial
. arts and Chinese history will
it Boise State University
this Saturday in the
Special Events
Center, offering
audiences a glimpse
into the beauty of
the Hangzou
Acrobatic Troupe.
The Student
Programs Board will
sponsor the presen-
tation that some
critics have hailed as "one of the
most precise and thrilling exhibi-
tions in acrobatics evert"
Performing Arts Coordinator
Heather LaMonica claims that the
"One of the
most precise
and thrilling
exhibitions in
acrobatics
ever!"
This is one worthy ffchick flick"
forming and perfecting
itself' as it grew older.
The "Lion Dance," which
the troupe will perform"
marks one of the
dynasty's ancient
sequences.
NoW the Hangzou
Troupe has taken its
place on the internation-
al stage. The performers
hail from the Chinese,
city Hangzou, located on
the West Lake. They
have traveled all over
the world for forty'years Hangzou performers balance bowls
and come to Boise thanks tn bold demonstration of agtltty.
to department sponsors place oct. 3 at 8 p.m, Tickets are
including the College of Social available at the door and the BSU
Sciences and Public Affairs, the box office for $5 students, faculty r
College of Education, Sociology and staff and $10 for general a
and Music. admission. I
The one-time show takes I
The real star, however, proves to
be Lyonne. Her. attempts at
understanding her place as a
woman and self-consciousness
about her family appear endear-
. ing, without becoming over-
wrought.
Unquestionably, the show
offers classic "chick flick" mater-
ial. Ican't think of a movie that
has dealt so extensively with top' I
ics that usually make men leave I
the room in discomfort. Yet there
are so many hilarious moments i
the film that even the mos
squeamish guy will stay in hi
seat.
a fountain of got:! in situations.
Mark TayIOf ------, the form of his niece Whether dealing with a
AIls" fBltIYiDJDmllJmer .'__ -- Rita (Marisa pregnancyttHa/lPY families are all Tomei), a free spirit I can't think of a (Rita), boy
alike. Every unhappy tam- w~o. frequents rehab movie that has t r 0 u b 1e s
ily is unhappy in its own climes. Her wealthy (Vivian) or
way" father (Carl Reiner) dealt so extensively just play-
offers to supplement with topics that ing toss
-Leo Tolstoy Murray's meager "earn- wit h
And so begins The Slums of ings. with the stipula- usually make men a p p 1 i_'
Beverly Hills, a film directed by tion his daughter be leave the room in a nee s ,
Tamara Jenkins that stars kept out of trouble. d' f they com-
Natasha Lyonne as the insecure Rita and the family lSCOmort. municate
teenage ViVian, move in a way
who just' hap- in t 0 that sug-
pened to be a gests a
born into a less plush Beverly sisterly bond. Thankfully, sub-
than ideal fami- Hills apart- titles are provided for con-
ly in the midst' .ment, com- fused men iii the audience.
of the 1970s. plete with The Slums of Beverly Hills
Her father, shag carpet. employs a classy, nonchalant
M u r ray The two girls way of presenting the time
Abramowitz develop a period without letting props
~ (A 1 a n strong rela- steal the show. The wonderful-
...- Arkin), an tionship as ly tacky apartments. bearing
~.... aging car Vivian takes names such as "Casa Bella"
~ salesman, Natasha Lyonne highlightS h~r first te~ta- bring the zeitgeist to life. The
~ tries to pro- The Slums of Bevet#y HilI,. bYe steps 'nto performances are excellent
"" VIde the .. ad u \t h 0 0 d • throughout. Arkin plays a man
~ best he can for his family They confirm my '~spicion that on the brink of old age with a
~ even if it means sudden women utilize a langiJaae entire- youthful swagger; Tomei's wildi moves to awld paying ~nL Iy their ~ ~ ttieY ~ In antics belle the vulnerability of
..;,_\."".","'i'T;;,~rray-stld'denly-'fi"d9"--e.dyr:mg.il vanety:~dellCate-:..'.a.woman.starYed far .affection. - -
. 't"''-'~;--;,';!><,,~;.'C):,;,t:.;~,t~;}-:i~'~:~,:r.~;';:'"~';:ii:-~i:j.~:,i'F;::i,~~~\o\~'::.i.,::,;'",;,.:, ... - -.-.-.- -.- .. - .. - ..- '.' ... - ..- ..0, ••'. -.. '-----------..I~I
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apsule Reviews
'N Rave"with the
Stray Cats which rei c"'::.?::
hit number 1'4 in lii:},.'}{ .•'
1983. Things have changed
for Setzer since then. Six
years ago, when he first
started with a 17-piece
orchestra, people thought
he was reviving a dead
scene that had no business
in today's musicworld.
For five years, he's
crisscrossed the country,
every year, graduating to
larger venues without the
benefit of radio or videopla~ So there has to be a tip Brian. Setzer swings high with Dirty
• Boogre.
of the hat to word-of-mouth
from all that touring.
The first single from the
album, a remake of "Jump
· Jive an' Wail," makes inroads
on Billboard's Modern Rock
Tracks chart while benefiting
from' exposure the song
· received in a Gap khakis lV
spot, even though it didn't
use Setzer's version in the ad.
Dirty Boogie packs itself
. full of swing, fun and energy.
The songs will get your foot
tapping, and listening will
prove pleasurable due to the
album's excellent job of lay-
ing down the tracks in an
order that keeps you swinging.
, (jet 1/1:Off a 2nd"entru of
I UfuaC or ksser vaCWl lU I
Hours: 11 am--9-.30 ~ Man-Th
11 am-l0:0Q pm Fri & Sat
arts & entertainmentL--_8eptember30,I998
Piccotti-------
ArU&F.lllertaiDmenllliler----
VariousArtists
Blade soundtrack
grade:B
Though the movie didn't
too well, the Blade sound-
k might have something to
er listeners of various tastes.
'5 collectionof tunes, inspired
the newWesley Snipes flick,
inly shows that making an
m for .both hard-core rap
ristsand electronica fans can
accomplished.
Unlike the recent Amp 2
mpilationwhich boasts collab-
alionsby hip-hop and techno
ts, this soundtrack simply
acesthe genres next to each'
er to emphasize edgy, almost
saultingraps. It's a smart move
nsidering the formidable
eightof the rhymes offered on
ts suchas "Fighting a War" by
n 1Earth featuring Rome,
12&1/2"byGangStarr featur-
gM.O.Pand "The Edge of the
ade'.' by Mystikal. Still, the
fter and more atmospheric
ntributionsof Junkie XL, New
der and Expansion Union are
t to be discounted. They add a
h texture to an album that
ndstall without the aid of the
m. Though the CD only fea-
ed three tracks actually used
the movie, the album serves
purposewell.
• 1I,lIUJ
BrianSetzer Orchestra
The Dirty Boogie
InterscopeRecords
grade:A
Callit the result of extreme-
ard work. and great timing.
rscope Records artist Brian
er nowhas the biggest album
is post-StrayCats career. The
Boogie from the Brian
er Orchestra jumped to num-
18 onthis issue's Billboard
This makes it his .second
st chart mark next to "Rant
mean shutting down receiver
Troy Edwards, who averages
close to 270 yards a game in
all-purpose yardage.
''Touchdown'' .Troy Edwards,
as he has been dubbed, is on
pace to become an All-
American if his numbers con-
tinue.
Unfortunately for the
Broncos, Louisiana Tech
appears capable. of running
the ball effectively, averaging
over a 100 yards a game.
The Broncos' defense will
definitely have their hands
full in this game, but since
challenges bring out the best
in people, the Bronco squad
will most assuredly be ready
for the game.
Defensive ends Jon
Rydman and Bobby Setzer
represent one of Broncofoot-
ball's most formidable duos of
\ pass rushers and run stoppers.
Rattay currently rates Before the season ends you
second in the nation in total can count on them to re-write
offense, averaging over 400 the record books.
passing yards per game. The entire defense seems
Rattay led two drives against actually pretty air tight.
Nebraska for touchdownswith There are play makers at the
under a minute to play. linebacker and defensive back
Keepingthe Bulldogsfrom positions to aid Setzer and
making big plays will also Rydmanon the line.
NaleP lersoD_------- .Bulldogsboast one of
s\lOl1SWrller --1 the top five offensesin the nation, averag-
i~g about 550 yards
per game.
Itwill prove essential for
BSUsuccess that the defense
get after Bulldogquarterback
TimRattay,who utilizes every
receiver on the field.
sports' Seplember30,l998---
A tQngday in Louisiana? Broncos face
Bulldogs in a rematch in Ruston
This week the BoiseStateUniversity football team. has the opportunity to
avenge last year's loss to
Louisiana Tech on the blue
turf. However, this year the
Broncoswill travel to Ruston,
LA to face their opponents.
Louisiana Tech defeated
the BSUlast year 31-27 in a
game the Broncos could've
and should've won, but did-
n't.
This year the Broncos are
better, but so are the
Bulldogs. Both teams look
good on paper, the only dis-
crepancy between the two
being the Bulldogs' obviously
tougher schedule which began
with a contest against
Nebraska.
The most interesting fea-'
ture of this game will be the
matchup -:of the Bulldog
offense and the Bronco
defense.
If Bronco fans thought
Washington State presented
. the biggest challenge of the
year, they were wrong. The
{.o
00
0-
0-.....
If Bronco fans thought
Washington State
presented the biggest,- .
challenge of the year,
they were wrong. The
Bulldogs boast one of
the top five offenses
in the nation,
averaging about 550
yards per game.
Adive wear for men and women
a
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Mostnotable is inside line
backer Bryan Johnson. Last
year he returned a Louisiana
Tech interception 55 yards for
a touchdown.
What remains evident
is that the Broncos
will need someone to
step up and make
some big plays if they
want to pull off a win
in Ruston.
If the offensive line
keeps pass rushers off
quarterback Bart
Hendricks, and \
Hendricks can keep
getting the ball out to
wide receivers, the
Broncos offense can
score at will.
What remains evident is
that the Broncos will need
someone to step up and make
some big plays if they want to
pull off a win in Ruston.
If the offensive line keeps
pass rushers off quarterback
Bart Hendricks, and Hendricks
, can keep getting the ball out
to wide receivers, the Broncos
offense can score at will.
Hendricks currently leads
the BigWest in total offense,
averaging over 220 yards per
gamewith a passingefficiency
rating of 115.15.
Against Portland State,
Hendricks was able to com-
plete passes to ten different
receivers, during which he
spread out the football among
wide receivers, running backs,
tight ends and flanker backs.
If, on the other hand, the
Broncosfail to give Hendricks
protection, it will become a
long day in Louisianafor BSU.
Turnovers in ~his game
can prove more disastrous
than against Washington
State. The Bulldogs' offense
can score quickly and often,
as they demonstrated in their
77 -14 win over Southern
Louisiana.
The best plan of action is
to eat up the clock and keep
the defense off the field.
That will enable the Broncos
to set the pace and maybe
pull off an upset.
BSU'soffense is capable
of moving the ball down the
field, as demonstrated by
their 420 yards per game
average. If the Broncos can
transport the pigskin consis-
tently and not turn it over,
they'll have a chance to win
this game.
BSUkicker ToddBelcastro
may prove the difference in
this match-up. Belcastro can
kick fifty-yard field goals,
which is what this game m,ay
come down to.
A factor almost forgotten
arises from the luxury of a
home field advantage the
Bulldogs enjoy over the
Broncos. Ifyou've ever visited
Louisiana you know the
weather is hot, humid, noth·
ing like Idaho.
Inany case, it should be
left unsaid as to who will win
this game. I'm not a seer or
an astrologer. Afootball game]
consists of multiple players!
on two different teams, play·'
ing during four quarters and.
two halves. That sets the'
equation for over a thousand
different possible combina·
tions of playmakers, points,
winners and losers. We'll
, have to see which combina·
tion rolls up at the end of thi!
particular contest.
-~_ .._--~--_.---~--~_.~ ....... -_ .. __ .. -_ ..-_ .. ~
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Shotokan karate club thriving at BoiseState
marily in self defense, training
can provide something more
effective than just physical
techniques, namely deter-
rence.
"People who are looking to
attack somebody, especially a -
woman, are looking for some-
one who looks like a victim,"
. says Fitzgerald. "If you have a
strong body stance and are
aware of your surroundings,
you're a lot less likely to be
attacked."
Shotokan is offered as a
one credit class to Boise State
students. The class also func-
tions as a meeting place for
- members of the Shotokan club.
Although it's too late to enroll
in the class for credit,
Christopher encourages. anyone
interested to attend the club
meetings at any time during the
semester.
The class meets on Mon.
and wed. at 6 p.m~-inroom
G215,NtiJ(atedin the;old' Boise
Stat~{gym on the south side' of
the Pavilion.
sive in daily life, martial arts explains.
can help them become more Although she has ever been
balanced, too. in a situation requiring the use
"It really helps people of her martial arts skills on
learn self control." another person, she feels confi-
Fitzgerald's favorite aspect dent with the knowledge pro-
of the class derives from its vided by her training.
philosophical components, "Before I started [karate] I
believing it can prove useful for probably would have either just
busy students. buckled or tried to run, but now
"When you're always learn-I- know some techniques that
ing new things and cramming would at least let an attacker
new facts into your brain, it's a know [they] had been in a
good mental practice to follow fight. "
because while you're training For students interested pri-
you can forget about everything . "Before 1started
else and just. concentrate on'"<:' [karate] 1probably
the physical movements and
techniques. It's a really good would have either just
physical workout, a great stress buckled or tried to
reliever, and it improves mental run, but now I. know
aspects like discipline and self
control." some t~chniques that
The biggest changes that WQu\dat \east \et an
karate has made in Fitzgerald's ]
life involve an improvement in attacker know [they
her mental toughness. . had.been in a fight." ~
"It's taught me that J can Carol Fitzgerald
push myself a lot harder than I
ever thought I could," she
DouglasDana_------- beginning of their
Sports Wrtlo..Pf -'1 training," ootes
Christopher, "A lot of
people think that when you
"Shotokan Karate is a
traditional Japanese
style that trains your
mind and body [using]
realistic practices not
only for self-defense
but also for other
challenges of real
life." -Sensei Jim
Christopher
As students enter themakeshift dojo, they bowafter removing their
shoes. For those who arrive
early, -time is dedicated to
warming up and stretching tight
muscles, as well as casual con-
versation with fellow students.
Observers receive the impres-
sionof mutual respect between
students, and personal growth,
as cohesive forces whieh bring
students back week after week.
All types of people are repre-
sented here, young, old, male,
female, black, white.
"Shotokan Karate is a tradi-
tional Japanese style that train,S
your mind and body [using]
realistic practices not only for
self-defense but also for other
challenges of real life," says
SenseiJames Christopher, long-
time student and instructor of
Shotokan.
Christopher, who has
earned the rank of third degree
blackbelt, has been an instruc-
tor at Boise State for nearly 30
of his 32 years of training.
Unlike most other schools
of karate, Shotokan does not
promote tournaments to its stu-
dents.
"Shotokan is taught more
as an art form and a way of
life," explains Christopher-a
factor that appeals to many in
his class.
Promotion can come rela-
tively qUickly to the serious stu-
dent, according to Christopher.
"On average it takes about
a year and a half to become a
brown belt, and anywhere from
two to three years to become a
black belt."
But he stresses that being a
black belt means nothing more
than a good knowledge of. the
basics.
''When a student reaches
black belt, that's really just the
IS
e
e
Ie
)y
le
an
is-
er,
in
reach black belt you're an
expert. That's just not so."
About 30 students are
enrolled in class this semester,
a little over half of whom are
female.
"The majority of students
take the class for self-defense, "
Christopher points out. "But in
order to become proficient
enough to use the techniques
for self-defense, the average
student would have to spend
about three years of training at
least three times per week."
Carol Fitzgerald, a commu-
nication graduate of Boise State
and current club member, has
been a student of karate for
four years, and has attained the
rank of brown belt, one level
below black belt. She currently
ranks among the highest of the
students in the class.
Fitzgerald enjoys karate for
several reasons, not only for the
self-defense aspect.
"It sounds kind of weird but
it's areally good way to use the
other, more aggressive part .of
my brain. Practicing a martIal
art gets you to use a part of you
that you might not normally
t "use. It balances you ou .
She also mentions that for
men who may be overly aggres-
tro
in
:an
Is,
,ay
ten
f a
the
the
ted
the
tho
win
r or
ame
yers
)lay'
and,
the'
sand
ina'
ints,
e'l!'
bina"
f thi!
The tiger, personifying constant alertness and total concentration, symbol of Shotokan Karate.
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'--_-w CROSSWORDlTop Ten Reasonsnot to run out and
rent Titanic .
10. If you're a college student with more than three fre
hours on your hands, you're not studying hard
enough.
9. At this rate leonardo DeCaprio will be so coddled by
success that he'll never do anything productive .
again.
8. Home-made popcorn never tastes as good as the stuff
in the theater.
7. If James Cameron's ego swe\ls any larger he'll be mor
difficult to handle than Bill Gates.
6. Kate Winslet is a whore and Leonardo is a whoremon'
ger.
5. That kid at Blockbuster, you know the one with the
Binaca, is kissing everyone ... not just the girls.
4. Innocent icebergs were harmed in the filming of the
movie.
3. Puff Daddy is nowhere to be found on the soundtrack.
2. The boat still sinks.
1. You saw the movie ten times at Edward's 21 and five
more times at the dollar theater •.• you have noth
ing left to glean from the movie. Trust me, it's not
. that deep.
by Asencion Ramirez
Mostly Harmless
12. _ we forget
15. "Fortune" teller of TV
18. University in Ohio .
20. Copper
24. Nothing
26. Spent pencil
28. Beauty parlor sets,
.' for short
29. Singer McEntire
30. Quarrel
.31. Mademoiselle's'
pronoun
32. .rraouce
33. Schlick it up on the
plano
34. Voyaging
35. Come up short
38. Severe sneer
41. Highlander's hat
43. Bedouin garment
46. Suit material
47. Walk unsteadily
49. Artificial waterway
50. Fawning one
51. Like Paul Lynde'S
humor
52. Makes a choice
53. Take olf
54. VCR "food"
56. Supermarket stock
60. Sure thing!
61. _ Lazy River
62. Point
47. Hamlet's phrase
48. Kilty's cry
49. Poltroons
52. Frequently, to Keats
55. Ump's cousin
57. Classifleds
58. Geological age .
59. Spot for monkey
bars
62. "Con" man
63. Indian home
64. Symbol 01 hope
65. Gelid
66. Percolate
67. Senator Bumpers
68. Nothing more than
ACROSS
1. Heroine of Born Free
5. Moby Dick's enemy
9. Screen
13. Tool for driving
stakes
14. Blow one's top
15. True Grit star
16. in one's __ (drunk)
17. 1959 Jean-Luc
Godard film
19."..._I saw Elba"
20. policeman
21. Izzy's prohibition·
agent partner
22. Pointillism unit
23. Breadwinners
25. Football announcer
Dawson
27. Commotions
28. Chopin wrote 24
33. Catapult over
35. Cattle mash
36. Actor Bixby
37. Deadly snake
38. _ TalkS (1984
film)
39. Winter ill
40. Run Into
42. Ohio city
43. Communion item
45. Belles' props
Thinking about going somewhere else? "Hey, forget about it!"
~,~IJA ,1"lll"
. J 1 fll'UAN I':A'J'EI)' :J ,,' DOWN1. Ed Sullivan or Bert
Parks
2. Actress Oem
3. Colossal
4. Capp and Hlrt
5. Bowers
6. Backbone of 101
Strings
7. Address abbr.
8. Ray of light
9. Actor Blsogllo
10. Sad _ Lady of
the Low/~ds (Dylan)
11. _ many words
Nachos
Ice Cold Tap Beer
Buffalo Wings by
the Poundl
JoinYour Friends at
1301 S. Capitol Blvd. .
Corner of University & Capitol
344-PAPA (7272) '..
OR
4091 W.State 344-8333
Between Veterans & Collister
Daily lunch & Dinner Specials
7 Days a week
Homemade Specialty
Pastas
Free delivery
11 am-11pmdail,
~FREE-DELiVEIiY~
I LARGE ONE TOPPING I
IAdditions: Pizza $8.99 I
I*Salads-$.99 Many Appetizers
*Lo p $1 35 to Choose From! I
1 . Iter ops-·. . Coupon good 9/30 rhru 10/071- - - - - - - - - - - - - - _.
Answers
to Sept.
16
puzzle
..-.~-_.-~~--_.-._-_ ...- -_.
_-------- better in all Psychology
Employment classes? If so, apply to be
a Member. of Psi Chi
Todayl!l The deadline is
October 2nd. Contact
the Psychology
_-------- Department on the 6th
floor of the Education
bldg. for more informa-
tion.
Mac Lap top (duo) comes
with docking station,
printer, internal modem,
hard drive 100 MHz.
Excel. condition! Perfect
d
. . for word processing.
Aca erruc _ $800.00 (OBO) call 850-
_1967. Askfor Sean.
1994 Geo Metro. Good
Condition. Great college
car, $4995.00. Call 342-
2492.
1---- Seplember30,1998
•• •• ••.~••~ ••M.
Alaska Summer
Employment Fishing
industry. Excellent stu-
dent earnings and bene-
fits, potential (up to
$2850.00 +/month +
Room/Board). Get an
early startl Ask us howl
517-336-4165 ext. A59031.
Bikini Dancers Wanted
The Diamond Mine is hir-
ing dancers for new gen-
tleman's club. Friendly-
outgoing personality
required. Call 376-4223.
CARPAYMENTSTOO
. HIGH? Drive your dream
car with no down pay-
ments, no security
deposit, no bank fees.
Get paid to show off your
new vehicle, once quali-
fied. Great part time
income! Call: 377-9760.
NEEDCASH?? Earn $20.00
Today!! Up to $150.00
per month. Only 2-4
hours per week. (New
donors with ad only.) Sera
Care 338-0613.
Need help in languages?
Tutoring for Spanish 101,
English 121, 122 (ESL).
Also giving Russian
lessons. Reasonable
prices. Call Miila 378-
4866. .
Do you have ••••• *AMajor
in Psychology? *At least 9
credits in Psychology
Completed? *An overall
GPAin the Upper 1/3 of
Your Class (usually about
3.0)? *A "B" average or
For Sale
1986 GMC Jimmy, red 8:
grey, wildcat tires, 4
wheel drive, good condi-
tion, rebuilt transmis-
sion, only two owners!
and only $2,500
1989 Ford Bronco, Eddie
Bauer Ed. 130,000 miles,
black and tan,
Fully loaded, in GREAT
condition. $7100.00 OBO,
Call: 895-0232.
Couch and love seat!!
$115 for both, $70.00
apiece if sold separately.
Both in good condition.
Call 367-1320.
Looking for a new
Computer? P300 MHz
computer with 32MBRAM
including 15" monitor for
$1000. Call KEADA
Industries @367-1320.
Blklacquer wate.r be~
frame with floatmg mght
stands, floatation mat-
. tress, heater,
comforter/bed spread,
New 180 MHZNIMX, 1.6
gig., 24 Mags RAM, 24 X
CD, 33.6 fax/voice, speak- Services
ers, Win. 98, Works,
Money, Gamepack. .l 01 '
$499.00, call 898-0286.
Ask for Andrew.
..classifieds
.sheets, pillow cases also
included. Excel. condi-
tionll $300.00. Call
850-1967, ask for Sean.
Large and medium fer-
ret/rabbit cages for sale.
Both are like brand new,
used for only a short
time. $50 for large and
$35 for medium OBOe
Call 367-1320.
Camping equipment:
tent, sleeping bags and
morel $100.00 call 345-
1580.
M/F to share
2 bedroom,
1 bath
Northend
home.
Quiet,
Recreation
~ ••
Singles, well off, good
___ ... ----- looking professionals,
seeking others. For free
information write I.S.c. P
o Box 494841 Garland TX
75049-4841. 24hr (972)
303-4023.
includes washer/dryer,
hardwood floors and stor-
age. available. Must be
smoker, animal and gay
friendly. $350.00/month +
1/2 utilities + $150.00
deposit. Call 389-9150
and leave message.
PLAYPAINTBALLIndoor
or Outdoor Boise., 424-
0775.
•• •• ••~ ••M••M.
Graduate music student at
BSUgiving piano lessons;
different levels and ages.
Professional accompanist
for singers or instrumen-
talists. Contact Miila at
378-4866 for prices and
further information.
Personals
Era of the Bronco
B~ise' Sta~e Univers'ity
HOMECOMING Schedule of (some) Events
~_~_J:"j._g.~YL_OC t ol?~_:r;_ 9
Scavenger ,hunt
7 p.m. Friday to 8 a.m. Saturday
$15 per team
pick up applications at the Student
Activites office
Toilet Bowl
FREE flag football tournament
starts at 3 p.m. at the Stadium
Championship game at 7 p.m. . .
sign up in the Student Union Building
~~~~~~¥_( Qq~_()be~__16
'Twilight Parade
Beginning and ending at 18th and Idaho
7 p.m. FREE
Bronco Street Festival
Downtown on 8th street between Idaho & Main
r;::::::~;::::=====:;--i==:;;;:::==~;:::=ii"'- '8.-10 p. m. Live Entertainmen t
Ca.pital Beverage Garden provided by the Blues
Educators Bouquet (sorry" No-Host)
Soccer Game
Boise State vs. North Texas
4 p,m, Tickets avaliable at the Athletics
Office 426-4737
*_~~~~!;~~~! 9_q~_~_~~r 17
3 Person Basketball Tournament
_ ~~:~~~~~~t~4~t~~d~h:a;~~~:::tion
.... '__' ·..._·...•.. 1 Center FREE
Pre-Game Chili Feed
5 p.m. North end of Bronco Stadi,~
Live Entertainment. Football Toss, Face
Painting and more!
Homecoming Game
Boise State vs. Weber State
Kick-off 7 p.m. at the Bronco Stadium
All-nighter
Midnight - 3 a.m.
Student Union Recreation Center
BSU Students & one guest (free for students,
~~ ~ ~.Jguests $1} Food, Fun and Door Prizes
.Arbiter Homecoming Contest Rules II Regs:
The Contest:
A list of participating Bronco Homecoming Merchants will be printed
September 30, October 7 and October 14 on the back page of The
Arbiter. Every time a patron buys something from one of the
participating merchants, they write their name, address and phone
number on the back of the receipt. The receipt is then placed in an
Arbiter Contest Box located at each participating merchant or at various
spots located around the BSU campus. On October 17, 1998 four
winners will be announced. The person with the most receipts entered
in the contest will.win first prize. Three other winners will be'chosen at
random from all receipts entered in the contest. The random drawing
will be held at the Chile feed prior to the BSU Homecoming game. Over
$300 in prizes will be given away between the four winners. The'
contest is open to the general public. Arbiter employees and their
immediate families are riot eligible to participate in the contest. 'Contest
runs from September 30, 1998 through October 16,1998. Need not
be present to win.
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